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began at 5 p.m. and lasted

until 7 p.m. Students and professors both
spoke on the need for students to be more
supportive of homosexuals on campus.
The Georgetown Players and Phantoms
performed in support of the cause.
“The theme was about visibility and
silence. We wanted to give people a
chance to get up and not be silent anymore,” said Rob Conant (CAS 97), president of GU Pride, Georgetown’s gay,

lesbian and bisexual organization.
“The most important thing that needs
to happen at this university and in the
long run in our society is to make gays,
lesbians and bisexuals visible in everyday life without the negative stigmas nor
the contempt of the heterosexist community,” Conant said.

The rally swelled from 25 people to
well over 100, with many students stay-

people who are racist know it is unacceptable, people who are homophobic
97), GU Pride’s havenohesitation about expressing prejuvice-president, said while the turnout was dice against homosexuals,” Villamora
good, it might have been better. “Because said. “I would say that the vast majority
it was public alot of closeted people didn’t of people on campus are homophobic.”
According to Cortez, the rally was
come out. It is sad that people are afraid of
being associated with queers by attending marred by several overtly homophobic
acts. “A perfect example happened when
arally about gay rights.”
According to Cortez, several professors we started to clean up the mess [after the
spoke at the rally, including professors rally]. Two [students] walked under the
Amy Robinson and Ed Ingebretsen, SJ, of archway [leading to Red Square] and
the English Department, and Suzanna pulled down one of our posters, then
yelled something about faggots. I picked
Walters of the Sociology Department.
Genevieve Villamora (SFS ’98) said up the poster quickly and said that this is
Ingebretsen spoke on the importance of exactly what we are trying to prevent,” he
not remaining silent in the face of preju- said. “He pulled down his pants and
dice. “He spoke about the importance of showed his hairy ass and said something
raising our voices as a means to begin about how much I wanted it.”
fighting prejudice. If we're silent, we're

“We're

not looking
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to denounce President Bill Clinton’s (SFS
’68) recent veto of a bill that would have

banned partial birth abortions.
Ann Sheridan, president of The
Georgetown Ignatian Society, said her
organization asked University President
Sean Redmond/Th

HOYA

Rob Conant (CAS °97).

all people — gay, straight, lesbian and bi
— supporting each other and trying to
erase stereotypes they feel in their life,”

for tolerance —

just contributing to prejudice,” she said. tolerance is too easy an accomplishment.
However, the rally was surrounded by [Although] students claim to be supportmany who were less supportive of its ive of gay rights and [gay] students, in
goals. “It is scary that Georgetown is many cases those students fail to voice
such a conservative school that people support,” Conant said. “Their silence
have to have a special event to speak their can be more harmful in the long run than
minds about an issue,” said Molly inane instances of homophobia.”
Despite the negative reactions of some,
Calvanese (SES ’96), a member of the
rally participants felt that the event was a
Phantoms who performed at the rally.
“[Homophobia] definitely exists and success.
“It was a really wonderful rally, with
is overt. As opposed to racism, where

said Joe Lydon (CAS

Leo J. O'Donovan, SJ, to write a letter to

the editor in the April 16 issue of THE
Hova repudiating Clinton’s veto of the
bill. Partial birth abortion is a rare procedure used to end late-stage pregnancies.
The bill, vetoed on April 10, would

have only allowed partial birth abortions
in order to save a woman's life. Clinton
would not support the ban because it did
not permit exceptions in cases that could
seriously hurt a woman’s health.
THE Hoya did not receive a letter from
O’Donovan for the April 16 edition.
The society, which is committed to the
ideals of the Catholic Church, consists of
20 members locally and has a mailing
list of approximately 1,200 members,

’98).

“It definitely provided a venue for
people who are gay and lesbian to speak

out, which is definitely needed,” said
Aimee Ando (CAS 98). “I think it can’t
stop with the rally or just one week in
terms of making people more aware and

accepting. It is something we have to
‘keep fighting for.”

according to Sheridan.

By Dorian G. Stone

Sheridan said she is concerned that
O’Donovan has a personal relationship
with Clinton and consequently will not
criticize his veto of the bill.
In a prepared statement, O'Donovan
responded to the charges yesterday.
“As a Catholic Jesuit university,

Specialto The HOYA

Georgetownremains faithful to the Catho-

When Harriet Steinhorn-Roth was
too sick to do work at the Hasag, Verk
“C” Nazi concentration camp, other
women carried her to the site, but one
day she was too sick to even get up.
“When I just could not stand on my
feet I refused to get up to go to work ...
The medic came and took me to barrack
seven ... No one was allowed in except

lic Church’s position concerning the sanctity of human life. I am certain that President Clinton knows that I remain unalterably opposed to abortion. I have made my
views known on this subject previously
and I will continue to do so in the future.”
“The issue is that Clinton is out to get
the pro-abortion vote and O’Donovan is
supporting him. He doesn’t have the
luxury as a priest to be as free [as a
layperson],” Sheridan said.

gun atthe door. Everyone was yelling for
something

... for mother,

for child

...

Six white candle flames wavered in

Dechant (CAS ’97), the new Vice Chair

of the Jewish Student Association, and
was part of a series of events sponsored
this week by JSA in commemoration of
Holocaust Day.
Before the speech, students gathered
in Copley formal lounge fora candlelight
vigil. Each of the six candles lit represented
the lives of one millionJews killed
in the Holocaust.
Students read a series of poems and
prayers, and led the gathering
in song.
Steinhorn-Roth began her lecture by

starting with her life prior to the Holocaust. She said her fondest memories
were of her childhood spent in the town
of Skarzysko, Poland, where she lived

with her parents and two sisters. Without
these memories, she said. she would not
have been able to survive the concentration camps.
Hasag, Verk “C” in Poland was the
first of five concentration camps that
Steinhorn-Roth lived through.
“I saw an immense amount of evil, but

I saw a lot of goodness in people,” she

Ellen Gstalder/The HOYA

tion. “It is not a smart thing. It creates a

Harriet Steinhorn-Roth, a Holocaust
survivor, tells her story to students.

By Yonatan Lupu

said. The intense devotion of the women
to each other, she said, helped her survive.
Steinhorn-Roth said her younger sis-

Forthefifthyearinarow, Georgetown
received a record number of admissions
applications according to Dean of Undergraduate Admissions Charles Deacon.
Applicants for the class of 2000 numbered 13,025, an increase of 2 percent
over last year. There were only 1,400
spaces open for the class and the overall
acceptance rate was 21 percent.

ter, then 11, risked her life by escaping
from the ghetto to bring her food and

photographs.
Steinhorn-Roth, her mother, and a third
of the photographs are all that survived
the Holocaust. Her father and two younger
sisters perished.
Describing the people she saw in the
camps, she said, “I didn’t believe that
these

were

people;

they

did

not

look

human; they were walking skeletons, but
that’s not the only reason. Their heads
looked like skulls and their skin was
yellow or orange.”
Women would try to escape the camps
in groups of twos and threes, she said.
“We knew this because when they were
caught we had to watch their execution...

they were killed in different ways,” she
said.
The hygiene in the camps was so terSee HOLOCAUST. p. 3
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Since 1991, according to Deacon, the

proliferation of applications. If we did
use it we’d probably have 16,000 applications and we wouldn’t be any happier
for it,” he said.
}
Among the many applicants this year,
community service was acommon thread.
Deacon said approximately 65 to 70 percent of the class of 2000 did some sort of
community

“Relative
Georgetown

to

service

in

high

our

peer

school.

institutions

has been somewhat

more

active in community service,” Deacon
said. However, he added that the per-

number of applicants has risen by 49
percent. “This has been happening at

centage of students doing community
service could be somewhat misleading

major universities, especially big name
universities in good locations ...
Georgetown is considered one of those
top schools.™

because many high schools require their
students to perform community service.

The increase in applicants has been
underscored by universities such as
Harvard, which he said has seen an increase in applicants due to its decision to
use the common application, a general
form for admissions used by several other

yesterday, speaking on U.S. Strategic Security
on the Eve of the 21st Century.
His Gaston Hall address, which was the
16th Oscar Iden Lecture, part of a series en-

dowed by the late Oscar Iden (SFS "24), emphasized the new direction of U.S. policy in
preventing nuclear proliferation.
Perry has served as secretary of defense

since February of 1994, after working as deputy
secretary under Les Aspin.
The fall of the Soviet Union, and the end of
the Cold War left policies based on the preventive ideas of Mutually Assured Destruction in
the distant past. The United States no longer
faces a singular entity in a nuclear standoff.
Instead, Perry emphasized the recent rise in
the number of countries and individuals who
strive to obtain, or already possess, nuclear
weapons.
rogue

ment. You have to assume there’s arelationship between O’Donovan’s fawning
over Clinton and these government grants
and contracts.”
Blatty agreed that O'Donovan has
done little to publicize the Catholic
Church’s outrage with Clinton.

“I'm presently considering a film re-

make of ‘The Exorcist,” but in all likelihood this statement that I'm making will
assure that I never again get the permis-

sion to move one camera, even one foot
onto the campus,” Blatty said.

“ButIspeak my heart nonetheless, trusting, hoping, that this foolishly impractical

gesture may somehow move this good and

decent man, Fr. Leo O'Donovan, to an act
of courage I am convinced is more than
easily within his reach,” Blatty said. *
Nobody hates you, Leo; but couldn’t we
render justalittle bitmore to God and quite
a bit less to Bill?”

colleges and universities.
According to Deacon, Georgetown has
decided not to use the common applica-

nations,

such as Iran, Iraq and Libya, as well as terrorists and organized criminals, is met with arise

Students Prepare for Attacks on Financial Aid
By Shauna Monkman
HOYA Staff Writer

This weekend, students from across
the country will convene at Georgetown
to learn how to protect their financial aid

been invited, and there will be a strong

from government cuts.

The Georgetown University Student

contingentof Georgetown students at the

Association will host the conference: Fi-

conference, according to organizers.

nancing Options for College and University Students, more commonly called FOCUS. The concept for the conference

there are students from across the coun-

came from Ali Carter (CAS '97), the co-

founder of the Student Alliance for Education Access. Carter and GUSA’s Financial Affairs Committee have been

“I’m really excited about the fact that
try coming to
said. “Students
effort to really
aid. Our hopes

this conference,” Brady
are making a concerted
find out about financial
are that in the fall, when

the government redoes its budget cuts,

these students will be excited and better
prepared to combat these financial aid
FOCUS begins on Saturday and will
run until Monday. Over the weekend,

activism and numerous

students

is increasing,” he said.

Asians make up about 10 percent of
Georgetown students, while Hispanics
and blacks

make up roughly 7 percent,

he said.

all year.
Laura Brady (SFS

’99), organizer of

lobbying days.

We’ve gotten a lot of publicity this year,
and now we're trying to encourage the
same level of activism on other cam-

puses. We're inviting other schools, but
the conference welcomes
Georgetown students.”

all interested

cut-backs.”

will have

a chance

to attend

lectures, participate in panel discussions,
write letters to representatives and attend

a special lobbying workshop.
Sarah Flanagan, the vice president for
Government Relations and Policy DeSee FOCUS, p. 3

Gore to Speak on Volunteerism
said. “It is great for Georgetown because it will

By Ken Thomas

bring to campus an international audience. Many

HOYA Staff Writer

In response to these changes, Perry empha-

Vice President Al Gore will speak at Gaston
Hall April 30 at the Peace Corps’ Conference on
International Volunteerism, according to Zach

sized three lines of defense for the U.S.: pre-

Luber (SES ’97), chair of the Georgetown Uni-

versity Student Association Lecture Fund.
The speech will be sponsored by the School of
Foreign Service, in association with the Peace
Corps, which is celebrating its 35th anniversary.
The Lecture Fund will distribute tickets for the
event..
Gore's speech will be the keynote address to

vention/reduction, deterrence and defense.
According to Perry, prevention includes a
combination of diplomacy and defense.
" “Our greatest success in the prevention of

proliferation is dismantling and destruction
under treaties.”
Perry also spoke on what he called the
constant battle to keep nuclear components off
of the market. However, he also said, “Nuclear
Sean Redmond/The HOYA

Defense Secretary William Perry.

Erck (CAS

96),

former chair of the Lecture

Fund.
Luber said one ticket would be allotted per

entitled

person, and every student would have to present

their Social Security number for security reasons.
“The Secret Service wants one Social Security
number per student,” he said.
:
The Gore speech will close a busy week for the

the goals of the conference are “to share informa-

correspondent Peter Arnett, Spike Lee and Russian Ambassador to the United States Yuliy
Voronstov. Amett, who covered the Gulf War,
will be speaking Tuesday at 8 p.m. in ICC
Auditorium, while filmmaker Spike Lee will
address students Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Gaston
Hall. Vorontsov will end the week with a speech
entitled, “Report from the Summit: The Latest on
Russian-American Relations,” Thursday at 8
p-m. in the Leavey Program Room.

international

conference,

Perry said the systems they are hoping to
.develop can only protect the U.S. in case of a

tion on international volunteerism and to find out

low-volume attack. According to Perry, the
recent changes in the world order seem to

Gearan said Leo J. O'Donovan, SJ.university
president, and David D. Newsom, former interim

indicate a necessity for protection against such

dean of SFS, were instrumental in bringing the

small attacks from terrorists or rogue nations.

conference to campus.
“This is the first time we ve ever had a conference of this scale, and we are honored that

The speech was presented by the School of
Foreign Service Institute for the Study of Diplomacy and the Georgetown University Student Association Lecture Fund.

people are already calling it ‘The Georgetown
Conference,’ and this is certainly in recognition
of the stature of Georgetown's School of Foreign
Service.”
Approximately 400 tickets will be distributed
to students on Tuesday, April 23, from 1 p.m. to
4 p.m. If there are any additional tickets remaining after Tuesday, they will dispersed Thursday
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., according to Daniel C.

‘Innovative Thinking for the 21st Century.’ The
conference will feature representatives frommore
than 30 nations seeking preparation in the field of
international volunteerism.
Mark Gearan, director of the Peace Corps, said

the two-day

proliferation, like cancer, can elude preven-

tive measures.
Shifting focus to deterrence, Perry said the
U.S. should maintain a smaller, but effective
nuclear arsenal. “Anyone who thinks about
using destructive weapons against the U.S.
must first consider the consequences,” he said.
Perry’s focus on defense centered around
both passive and active aspects. He called for
state-of-the-art protection for troops as well as
support for non-proliferation initiatives.
Perry said he supported the development
and use of short-range ballistic missiles. Such
missiles could be used to shoot down missiles
over the continental U.S. and its allies.

The mission of the FOCUS conference is to train student activists to advocate for federal financial aid. Students
from the Universities of Rochester,
Stanford and Maryland will be in attendance. All schools in the D.C. area have

the event and former GUSA representative said, “In the fall, we had a lot of

that do not keep tabs on their technology.

students and other guests that “this is not a
brave new world, this is a grave new world,”

from

and contracts from the federal govern-

has been a concern of the university recently, Deacon said diversity is not as
needed in the student body as in other
areas of the university. “The minority
population is about 24 to 25 percent and

in supply from nuclear advanced countries

Defense Secretary William Perry warned

in demand

Charles Molineaux (SFS ’50), an attor-

ney at Wickwire-Gavin in the district and
amember of The Ignatian Society, said the
society is not interested in hearing
O’Donovan’s anti-abortion viewpoint.
“Georgetown gets big federal grants

working to make the conference a reality

Ever-present Nuclear Threat

rise

O’Donovan remains committed to the
Roman Catholic anti-abortion stance.

Although increasing ethnic diversity

Defense Secretary Warns Of

The

ate vice president for communications,
alumni
and university relations,

The Budget Battle Continues

Selecting the Freshmen

over and over again.”

vor Steinhorn-Roth told her story.
Her speech was organized by Chad

’50), au-

thor of ‘The Exorcist’ and member of the
Georgetown Ignatian Society, said in a
press release he is concerned that
O’Donovan is compromising the
university’s Catholic identity.
“Itisdumbfounding thata Georgetown
Jesuit could publicly berate John Thompson for wanting to own a few slot
machines, and then keep silent on the
horrors of the late-term partial birth abortion,” according to the press release.
According to Sheridan, Clinton is taking advantage of O'Donovan. “I don’t
think [O’Donovan is] bright enough to
know it,” Sheridan said.
According to Roger Williams, associ-

JenZuckerman/The HOYA

Throughout all this there was one quiet
voice reciting prayer — a Hebrew prayer
the background, while holocaust survi-

April 19, 1996

William Peter Blatty (CAS

The Georgetown Ignatian Society has
called for University President Leo J.
O’Donovan, SJ, to resign should he fail

for the sick, and no one was allowed to
leave. There was a guard with a machine-
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By Janelle Weber

Survivor Bears Witness
To Holocaust Tragedies

CNS

A rr

ness Week,

Friday — Partly sunny, 70s
Saturday — Partly sunny, 80s
Sunday — Showers, 70s

O’Donovan Criticized
For Ties With Clinton

according to Conant.
Carlos Cortez (CAS

In the face of what organizers and participants felt to be an active spirit of
homophobia on Georgetown’s campus,
students rallied yesterday afternoon to express their support for gays, lesbians and
bisexuals.
Therally, which was part of Gay Aware-

The Three-Day Forecast
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where we can work together.”

Georgetown has provided us with a site,” Gearan

Lecture Fund, which will also be featuring CNN
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NEWS
Georgetown News Briefs

Latinos Discuss

ment

at Georgetown,

has been in prison for over 25 years
for violating the dictates of the repressive regime in Hanoi. “My
brother is a prisoner of conscience,”
Nguyen said.
The brothers last saw each other

led a discus-

sion titled “What is a Latino?”

Unifying Groups

Gonzales

said the meeting

went

very well. “I'had heard from a couple
of students that they were interested
in having a cohesive Latino commu-

More than 60 members of the
Georgetown community attended a
meeting Monday in the Copley Formal Lounge to discuss Latino unity
and to take a “first step” in forming a
holistic Latino organization.
The meeting, organized by several

Latino students, focused on problems the community has had establishing a visible identity on campus,
and moved toward planning a new
organization for Latino students.
“We wanted to form an organization and we didn’t know what objec-

nity. I knew there would be
strong reactions. I was pleased
the general expression and the
cerns. Some of the comments

(CAS ’98), one of the organizers.

Vasconez said students at the meeting talked about overcoming differ-

ences on campus in order to make a
political impact at Georgetown. “We
need to unite on commonalities like
our language and our culture,” she
said.
Center for Minority Student Affairs director Monica Gonzales attended and moderated a discussion
onthe perceptions of the Latino community, and Eusebio Mujal-Leon,
Ph.D., associate professor of govern-

years

ago

on

the shore

of the

' Saigon River, as North Vietnamese

troops entered Saigon. “He declined
my offer to flee ... as a doctor, he felt
he had a moral obligation to stay in
Vietnam. He had a responsibility to
train doctors,” Nguyen said.

very inspiring,” Gonzales said.
The organizers of the meeting,

though pleased with the turnout, felt
there was room for improvement.

According to David Link, a former

“A dialogue was started, and that

was our main intention. But theie
“was a lot of tension and a lot of
blaming other people,” Sanchez said.

by the Vietnamese government un-

der pressure by Amnesty International in 1988, Nguyen said Dr. Que
founded the Non-Violent Movement
for Human Rights in Vietnam.

Que was again arrested in June of
1990, and soon after was convicted
of attempting to subvert the government. He was sentenced to 20 years
of hard labor, followed by § years of
house arrest.

“Today, my brother has not been
forgotten. He has an international
reputation for intellectual dedication
to humanrights,” Nguyen added. Dr.
Que

has been

awarded

the Robert

Kennedy Human Rights Award, and
has been nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize tive times.

Vasconez added that, “Opening
lines of communication was definitely a step in the right direction.
Hopefully we can have more of these
types of discussions in the future.”
—Miguel Gonzalez, Jr.

tives to fulfill.
So Blanca [Ruiz (CAS
’99)] and Christine [Vasconez (CAS
’98)] had the idea of holding a forum

to bring out some Latino issues. No
part of the organization has been
formed yet because the forum was
- our firststep,”
said Orlando Gonzales

21

some
with
conwere

health care.” After he was released

Quien

Trac, who

works

with a

Vietnamese activist group in the
United States, said, “We want more
people to know about Dr. Que. Many
know

about

Harry

Wu,

but many

Speaker Fights

people are confused by the situation
in Vietnam.”
Nguyen and Link also urged people

To Free Brother

to join them in celebration of Human

Students listened last night to tales
of a country where people don’t always enjoy the freedoms that Americans often take for granted.
According to Dr. Quan

Quoc

Nguyen, “There is no freedom of
speech in Vietnam. The communists
never show respect forhumanrights.”
Nguyen spoke Thursday night in
the Leavey Program Room about his
brother, known

:

Geoff Gougion/The HOYA!

Dr. Quan Quoc Nguyen.
aide

to Sen.

Chuck

Robb

(D-Va.)

Rights Day for Vietnam, May 10,
which was recognized by a Joint
Resolution in Congress. “People will
be coming from all over the world,”
Link said.
Dr. Nguyen’s speech was sponsored by Amnesty International.
Former South Vietnamese ambassador to the U.S. Huyty Pham was
also in attendance.

who also spoke, “Dr. Que was first
imprisoned for making a stink about

as “Dr. Que,” who

—Clay Risen

can, Chinese and Taiwanese relations in

light of Taiwan’s quest for international
recognition and recent military exercises
by China near Taiwanese shores in a
forum in ICC Auditorium Wednesday.
Accordingto Tai-Yeu Hsia (GSB ’98),

KE

an organizer of the event, “[The forum

was designed] to investigate the underly-

-

z

—

ing factors

involved

Celebrate Female
Leaders Planned
The third annual Women’s Leadership Conference will be “Celebrating the Achievement of Georgetown
Women” this year in an effort to
foster a community for women on
campus.
The goal of the conference, according to Natalie Wolf (GSB ’96),
one of the organizers, is “to promote
the celebration of women
at

Georgetown and beyond ... the bottom line is to basically build a community.”
The conference, to be held April
28 in the Intercultural Center Galleria, will be open to anyone interested.
It is free for students and a $10 donation is requested from faculty and
administration attending.
“This conference will be special
because it’s celebrating Georgetown
women and who we are as a community,” said Ali Carter (CAS 97), an
organizer of the event.
The conference will begin with
registration at 11:30 a.m. and will
offer several workshops. The workshop topics include women in athletics, women in the media, women in

the priesthood and women in the
military.
Speakers include Kim Hall, Ph.D.,
of the women’s studies department,

1987, the Democratic Progressive Party

Experts debated the future of Ameri-

in this triangular

emerged as a radical voice calling for a

By Lyndsay Nelson

Taiwan independent from China. BiKhim Hsiao, the program coordinator for
the Democratic Progressive Party Mission inthe U.S., explained the impetus of
Taiwanese international recognition to

HOYA Staff Writer

Also,

several

of the

women’s

groups on campus have been invited
to set up tables in the ICC Galleria
and will be giving out information
about their organizations. The
Gracenotes, a female a cappella
group, will be giving a performance.
According to Carter, “We're hoping to make women aware of the
resources available for them on the

Georgetown campus.”
The conference was started three
years ago by a group of seven student

women

leaders, according

to

Wolf.
Past speakers include former UN
ambassador Jean Kirkpatrick, CBS
White House correspondent Rita
Braver, assistant surgeon general for
women’s
health,
Dr.
Susan
Blumenthal and deputy chief of staff
for Hillary Clinton, Melanne Verveer.
Women faculty members and administrators from Georgetown have
also spoken at these conferences.

Carter said, “This year we wanted
to focus on Georgetown women. We
have plenty of women to celebrate
right here at Georgetown.”

“I think Georgetown women have
a lot to celebrate and hopefully this
conference will provide the opportunity to do so,” she said.
—

Chaitali Shah

Hsiao said she justified the party’s call
for recognition, claiming a nation possesses a “basic right to survival” that
leads to international acknowledgement

ofits sovereignty. She said the election of
anative government proves Taiwan sde
Jacto independence, along with the fac-

international recognition for the Taiwan.

Due torecent liberalization in Taiwan,
the political infrastructure has divided

of Beijing as the rightful governor of the
greater China. Hsiao said Taiwan was
under Japanese rule when the Commu-

into three major parties: the Nationalist
Party, the Democratic Progressive Party

that Communist China never ruled over

tor of economic prosperity.
The nation officially considers Taiwan a renegade province of China and
continued Chineserelations withthe U.S.
is conditional on American acceptance

nist rule came into power in China and
Taiwan.
Chris Wurzel, a Taiwan Coordination

elections, carefully re-defining the dif-

Students gathered Tuesday evening to
discuss possible reforms to the
Georgetown University Student Associationelection bylaws, suggesting striking the distinction between organiza-

Georgetown students at the forum.

relationship.”
China had been conducting military
exercises prior to the first Taiwanese
presidential elections held March 23 of
to deter the voter support for Lee Tenghui, who is an advocate of increased

and the New Taiwan Party.
After the breakdown of martial law in

letics, Margaret Stetz, Ph.D., of the

English Department and Diana
Hayes, Ph. D., from the Theology
department.
:

In GUSA Election Bylaws

Taiwan's Struggle for Recognition Draws Debate
By Amy Cooper
and Charlotte Lin
Special to The HOYA

Pat Thomas, assistant director of ath-

Students Push for Change

In Search of Independence

|
I)

Conference To

tional and informational meetings, bud-

geting freely-obtained items, and several
Ellen Gstalder/The HOYA

Bi-Khim Hsiao speaks at Wednesday’s forum on relations with Taiwan.

staff member from the U.S. State Department, said American foreign policy accepts these conditions in its relations
with China. The U.S. policy regarding
China and Taiwan stems from the 1979
Taiwan Relations Actand the 1972,1979
and 1982 Communiqués. Wurzel said he

does not foresee any change in the official “One China” policy.
Waurzel said the U.S. government takes

a reactive stance toward this issue because they consider it an internal problem. “|The United States] cannot unilat-

erally impose peace,” he added.
“As long as [Taiwan] is not precipitating problems,”

it will gain short-term

American support since the [People’s
Republic of China] may be considered a
dangerous threat, said Dr. Robert Sutter,

a senior specialist at the Congressional
Research Service.
The forum was co-sponsored by the
China Circle, the Georgetown

Univer-

sity Student Association’s Lecture Fund,
the Asian Studies Program and the School
of Foreign Service.

changes.

“What should we change? It’s obvious there’s room for improvement,” said
Sarah Pahr (CAS 96), GUSA election
commissioner, at the beginning of the

forum held in White Gravenor.
Pahr said the changes discussed at the
forum would “Be put into writing and.
submitted to the assembly to vote on.
There is a provision which says that all
changes to the bylaws must be made
more than amonth in advance to the next
election, whichis in September, so we're
hoping to get this settled as soon as
possible.”
Questions were raised by candidates
concerning the specificity of the GUSA

election bylaws during this year’s presidential election, in which the campaign

HOW TO CRAM
FOR SUMMER

of Neal Shenoy (SFS ’97) and Sarah
Rathke (CAS 98) was disqualified by

the election commission after mounting
fines and expenses forced the campaign
over the $150 budget limit.
Major issues discussed at the meeting
included limiting the number of posters
per classroom, pooling money by campaigning in pairs in the representative

ference between organizational and informational meetings and determining
which campaign supplies are to be considered equally accessible to all candidates.
Some in attendance criticized the effort to address what they called minuscule issues in the bylaws, contending
that the more specific the bylaws are, the
more people will try to break them.
“Ithink we need to include just enough
restrictions to be serious about [the elections], but not [so many that it would be]

ridiculous to try to enforce them. People
should use their discretion or risk losing

votes,” said Ned Segal (FLL *96), former
GUSA president.
Although propositions made at the
forum would have to be approved by the
GUSA

assembly,

those

who

attended

agreed to possible solutions on several
issues.
In distinguishing between organizational and informational meetings the

group decided there was little difference
between the two, and that the current ban
on informational meetings was too hard

to enforce. Shenoy and Rathke’s campaign held several large meetings before

the campaign which drew attention from
other candidates.
Pahr instead suggested avoiding precampaign media coverage. “Candidates

shouldn’t give out press-releases or passout anything with their name on it before
the campaign period begins.”

Holocaust Survivor Recalls Tragedy
HOLOCAUST, from p. 1
rible, Steinhorn-Roth said, that *“Whenever there was a disease it went through

like wild fire.” She said most people in
the camp became ill.
She became very ill during a typhus
epidemic. A medic wearing a white band
with a red cross went around and took all

Ags

those too ill to work to barrack seven, the
sick bay, she said. “Men were taken to
dig ditches.” The people from barrack
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seven were shot and the men had to bury
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Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a
leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined,

CRYSTAL CITY
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399 Old Jefferson Davis Hwy.
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they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it.
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For more information about the Marine Corps PLC Aviation
and Ground Officer Programs for Freshmen-Seniors, see

fellow Georgetown students who are Officer Candidates and
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did not want to cover them up, but they
wereshotif they stopped.” She wassaved

i
i

a]

Captain John French in Red Square on April 25, 1996 from
10:00am to 2:00pm or call (301) 394-0520/0521.

but for many years later, she said, whenever she heard the Hebrew prayeritmade
her want to scream and cry without her
knowing why. It was not until 20 years

after surviving the concentration camps
that she recognized the prayer at a
Barmitzvah. She said, “It was the prayer
one recited before one expected to die.”
She added, “The reason I like talking
to young persons is to help you see that no
matter how difficult your lives are you
can salvage it, make it, accomplish what
you put your mind to ... It is important
that we do not let disappointments discourage us and [that] we keep our courage. You are the future of the world.”

Students ‘FOCUS’ on Financial Aid
Public

FOCUS, from p. 1
velopment at the National Association of
Independent College and Universities,
will speak on the federal aid programs at
stake. Also, Laura McClintock, legisla-

tive director of the United States Student
Association, will be delivering a speech

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

2 1/2 blocks from the Capitol

YOU LOCK IT.

guns ... the earth was moving ... the men

entitled: “The Nuts and Bolts of Campus
Activism,” and NAICU vice president of

395 at Clark St. exit

BD Public

YOU STORE IT.

ten weeks and a lot of

hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say

Just Show Your Student ID

I
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WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.

e Sports equipment

Rent Now And Get 4 Months
For The Price of 3!*

I

I

A WEEK

o Store almost anything
e Furniture, books

mm WITHTHIS COUPON
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NO DEPOSIT
OPEN 7 DAYS

them “First with lime then with earth.
The guards stood there with machine

from death, she said, by two friends who
managed to hide her in a garbage dump,

Affairs, Timothy

McDonough,

will be teaching students how to work
with the media.
The FOCUS conference is open to all
Georgetown students, and participation
is free

of charge.

Interested

students

should stop by the GUSA office located
in Leavey Center to register, or should
inquire at the FOCUS information tables
set up both in Leavey and Red Square.

CORRECTION
Ali Carter (CAS ’97) said in the April 12 issue of THE Hoya that students on
the Main Campus Planning Committee had secured “a promise from the
administration that the rate of tuition increase will go down in future years.”
Carter later said to THE Hova

that there was no official agreement, but that

“members of the administration have agreed to work with students in lowering
the rates in coming years.”
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To THE EDITOR:

Georgetown’s Tuition Hikes
Are Part of a Larger Problem

Georgetown had the opportunity to hear many good speakers throughout this year. One of them was George Will, who
spoke in the ICC Auditorium on Thursday night. George Will

Brown, who ran on a platform of student

percent next year, Georgetown once again

The Students of Georgetown, Inc. also
has had trouble with the administration.
The Corp has struggled with the university to keep rent at a minimum. Other
examples of the university not consult-

empowerment.

The university has stated several reasons for the tuition increase. First, Georgetown tends to match tuition increases
with other institutions or what seems to

ing the Georgetown community include:

the dissolution of the School of Languages and Linguistics, and the ban on
alcohol at The Pub, now known as Bulldog Alley. Without student involvement
in the decision-making of the operation
of the university and its clubs, inevitably
the university produces alumni who are
cynical and bitter toward this institu-

be the going rate in relation to comparable universities. The second reason is
that Georgetown draws most of its money
from tuition instead of state subsidies
and alumni giving.
The university is clearly having a problem with money, as clubs bicker for as
much funding as possible. Potential
projects, such as a performing arts facil-

tion.

ity and a new dorm, will need money, and

The university made a good move in
deciding to build two 250-bed dorms in

funds

Lot 3. By providing

are

also

needed

to

bring

Georgetown’s technology up to date.

stitution.

While it is easy to sympathize with the
conundrum, there is a better way.
The university needs to encourage
alumni giving by raising the level of spirit

found on the Hilltop. While the men’s
basketball team helps build school spirit,
by the time students reach Landover,
Md., their spirit has subsided. Unlike
large state universities, with the excep-

with four

complete years of housing on
the university is making strides
building a sense of community.
the most community-centered
with strong school spirit, such

The

main difficulty found in raising money
from alumni is that the university has
changed over the past 30 years. Georgetown is not the same university that
many of the alumni attended years ago.
Whether it be the disappearance of the
Catholic Church's influence or the varied curriculum changes, the alumni of
Georgetown today do not view themselves as donating to a university they
attended, but a completely different in-

students

Dame,

campus,
towards
Some of
colleges
as Notre

keep students on campus

der for students
campus.

in or-

to build

ties with the

By building on-campus

housing, stu-

dents

feel a part of Georgetown.

university

borders

extend

into

Our

Dupont

Circle and Rosslyn. By bringing students
back to the university, it will make this
university a more campus-centered
school. L'his will create more school spirit
and a stronger loyalty. A strong commu: nity is the first step toward increasing
alumni giving and building alumni identity in the future.
In order for the university to build a
strong alumni network, it is necessary
for the current student body to set an

tion of the men’s basketball program,
Georgetown simply doesn’t have the funding to spend on scholarships and facili-

ties to attract top athletes. Despite na-

tionally-ranked sports teams, athletics
do not give Georgetown a sense of community.

However, there are ways for the university to make students’ experiences at
Georgetown positive. The first way the
university can increase the sense of community is by incorporating students into

the decision-making process concerning
important issues. Students too often complain that their voice is not heard by the
administration, as evidenced by the writein election of Cris Turner and Terra

example in the future years. In addition,

major changes to the curriculum or to
the university should be done through a
formally consulted alumni board. This
would be greater proof to our alumni that
the university would like to keep them in

presidential politics, gun control and balancing the budget.
Will also spoke of the problems facing our society — illegitimacy, entitlement spending and crime.
As George Will gave his lecture, another entirely separate
problem was highlighted. The Georgetown Lecture Fund has
brought numerous speakers to campus this year, many of
which were outstanding. However, a clear majority of these

cannot

continue

to raise

its tuition at a rate twice that of inflation
and

simply

rely on

tuition

increase

to

fund the growth of this institution. If
other universities change their strategies
in the future, from tuition-based to endowment-based, Georgetown will not be
able to compete. This will greatly harm
our university in the future.

Georgetown students to continue bringing excellent speakers
from both ends of the political spectrum to Georgetown.

speakers came from only one side of the political gradient.
Georgetown has received James Carville, Jesse Jackson and
heard William Perry yesterday, all of whom are associated with
the Democratic Party.

MicHAEL NARDIS (GSB 99)
GU CoLLEGE REPUBLICANS

GU Right to Life Defends Criticism

To THE EDITOR:
As treasurer of Georgetown University Right to Life, I’ve heard a lot of

willful taking of a human life in a violent

manner. It is neither pretty nor pleasant,
but it is both excruciatingly painful for
both the unborn child and her mother.
Furthermore, this act of violence is committed in America at the rate of thousands per day. Rightto Life has aresponsibility to make Georgetown aware of
this truth.
“Not true!” many of you say. “The
Pro-Life movement is spreading the lie
that a fetus is a human life.” In fact, it is
scientifically indisputable that the fetus

feedback from our community surrounding this week’s observance of Life Awareness Week. Some has been very positive,
but some has been negative. That's why
I would like to explain the intent behind
the demonstrations Right to Life presented this week. I hope that by doing so

Ican address many of the concerns voiced
by thoughtful students on both sides of
the abortion debate.
The demonstration that received by
far the most attention was the Cemetery
of the Innocents,

which

Right

is human

to Life

placed on Copley Lawn Monday. As I
sat at the table, I heard a series of very
troubling comments, but had no oppor-

tunity to answer. Please allow me to
respond to them here:
“This campus has become so saturated with Pro-Life propaganda!” was
one remark. This reaction highlights a
key challenge that Right to Life faces at
Georgetown. In fact, Right to Life has

made a consistent effort to steer clear of
shocking oremotionally jarring displays.
We believe that, rather than rationally
presenting the case for life, shock tactics
tend to polarize our community in a
destructive manner.

I believe Right to

Life shares these views of the vast majority of students, whatever their opinions
on abortion.
However, GU Right to Life must bal-

ance our determination to avoid inappropriate or vulgar displays with some very
important facts. Abortion involves the

alive.

of abortion. You see, Right to Life erected

those white crosses on the basis of our
opponents’ own statistics.
By peacefully honoring the Cemetery

A frog?

The

Alan Guttmacher Institutes publication.
“Family Planning Perspectives,” volume
26, No. 3, for May-June 1994.
The Alan Guttmacher Institute is the
research arm of Planned Parenthood. As
most of you know, Planned Parenthood
is the largest provider of abortions in this
country, and is a very loud voice in favor

full genetic

birth to?

and

receive.
So, let me give you our source: the statistic that claims over 34 million abortions have been committed in the U.S.
alone since 1973 was obtained from the

compliment of a human being, totally
distinct from that of his or her mother, is
present in the developing baby from the
moment of conception. Think about it.
What else could a human being give
A grapefruit?

of the Innocents, Right to Life was not
engaging in gratuitous confrontation. The
disturbing fact is the millions of innocent

Even

scientists who support abortion are forced
to admit that what is destroyed in this
“procedure” is a human being.
“But its completely dependent on the
mother!” some protest. Certainly it is
true that the child in the womb is temporarily dependent upon the mother, despite having independent circulatory and
nervous systems less than a month after

conception. Yet the fact that another
human being is dependent on us should
inspire‘our compassion, not the convic-

tion that we may destroy his or her life.
“There’s no way that there could be
that many abortions. I don’t trust your

lives lost, not the little white crosses, that
you and I found so appalling.
If we want to be free of the sad witness
of the Cemetery, let’s work to increase
women’s options. We need to promote
pre-natal care, low-cost pregnancy services and job placement assistance. Let’s
support programs that provide low-income housing and adoption options, flextime and parental leave. We need to give
women choices they really want and
need. Maybe then we’ll see fewer crosses
on Copley Lawn.

statistics,” said a final group of students.

I’m glad to hear our community questioning the source of the information we

NATALIE NASSER (CAS "98)
TREASURER, GEORGETOWN RIGHT TO LIFE
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the loop.
Georgetown

coming presidential election, the political climate on campus
is intensifying. Students who want to better grasp the political
process want to hear speakers of all opinions espouse their
beliefs. By hearing this, Georgetown students will be better
equipped to make their decisions in May.
The Lecture Fund should take this into account when
inviting speakers to campus. It would be a service to all

gave an excellent, well-crafted speech concerning things like

With the Board of Directors’ decision
in mid-March to increase tuition by 5
faces important questions onhowitraises
money.

For the Republicans on campus, we've had to content
ourselves with George Will and... that’s it. As we approach the
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VIEWPOINT
Faris Khader

Jamal E. Watson

Palestinians Must Peacefully Assert Their Rights

Americans

Should Stand Up

A

evident that we all cando more for our

children.
America stands first in military
technology among other countries,

but 18th in infant mortality. We are
first in the number of millionaires

and billionaires that we produce, yet
we fall in 16th place in living standards, among the poorest children
in the world. There must be a new

movement in education, wherein a

tity” (THEHoYA, April 16). Recently, the

Center for Contemporary Arab Studies
hosted its annual symposium, this year
entitled “Arab Jerusalem.” Smith states,

that these children are likely to get
caught

up

in and

pass

“The meretitle of this symposiumevokes
feelings of confusion and suspicion.” I
wonder what it is about the title that
evokes such feelings — is it perhaps the
word Arab? If so, then Smith’s objection
only adds to the already entrenched
American stereotypes of Arabs (i.e., terrorist, suspicious, untrustworthy).

on to their

children.
Another 2,833 children drop out of

school each day, and understandably
so — these children sit in classes day
in and day out and choke on overdoses

of boredom. Usually they are being
instructed by teachers who

are out-

dated and not sensitive to students set
of needs.
Three years ago, the Philadelphia
school district came up with some
silly idea in which children who cut

Before preceding, however, I would

like to make it clear that by writing this
article I am not trying to be confrontational. That said, I want to stress the fact

school were apprehended. Once they

new set of curriculum is targeted at
children who have historically been
disenfranchised because of their

found them, they hauled them off in
handcuffs to the detention centers to
rot their days away. So instead of
teaching these students the importance

class and ethnicity.

of being in school, they introduced

them to the life of an inmate at a young
age, and now officials seem confused

It is no longer enough to merely
teach a group of students from Southeast, D.C. only about Shakespeare’s
Othello character Iago. He has no
direct connection to their lives. He
doesn’t look like them, doesn’t speak
their language and more than often
they don’t share in the same values
that Iago possesses. They may, however,

be

able

to relate

to

Toni

Morrison’s Pecola. Sheisapoor black
girl and is forced to live in circumstances that may be equivocally similar to the youngsters in Southeast.
Unless there is a serious attempt to
make

our schools more

interesting

and appealing to youngsters, thenum~ ber of dropouts will continue to rise.
In a nation that is supposed to be
committedto family values, read these
statistics and tremble: Every day in
America, three children die from
abuse or neglect. Another six children turn to suicide because they feel
that there is no way

out for them.

Thirteen children each day are homicide victims, and 15 children arekilled
by firearms.
When Congress was debating the
issue of health care — who gets it and
whodoesn’t— they ignored the grue-

some fact that 95 babies die each day
because their parents do not have
adequate prenatal care. Many of these
parents avoid checking into a hospital, in fear that the financial debt

would be too much for them to pay
back.
Everyday, 1,407 babies are born to
teen parents, who usually are too financially and emotionally unstable to
care for them, thus forcing many of
these young children to grow up in a
culture that makes them susceptible
to a life of crime and drugs.
Teen
pregnancy becomes a vicious cycle

only penalized the truant, but all his
brothers and sisters, too. You’ve just
got to marvel at an idea that dumb.

One of my favorite persons, Marian
Wright Edelman, president of the
Children’s Defense Fund, who has
beenan advocate forchildren for years,
has forced America to wrestle with the
way it treats its children. She recently
declared June 1, 1996 as “Stand For

percent of East Jerusalem was owned
by Palestinians and could be used by
Palestinians. Today, only 14 percent of
it can be used by Palestinians (and it
should be noted that West Jerusalem is
completely Jewish). On average, 50
family homes are demolished annually
in East Jerusalem — the so-called Arab
portion of the Holy City. By contrast, no
family home has been demolished in
West Jerusalem, even in cases where

the family had built it without a permit.
.

Without issue, there are two different worlds in Jerusalem, and indeed
throughout the Occupied Territories. In
the latest signing of the peace agree-

ment between Israel and the PLO (Sep-

this article, you will come to see that in
fact [ am not biased and that my one true

However, Israel retains total control of

tember,

1995),

Israel

did hand

My further goal in writing this viewpoint is two-fold. To begin with, it is a
call to my fellow Palestinians to embrace
a policy of nonviolence in their struggle
for self-determination. I truly believe that
Palestinians would make progress by
leaps and bounds if they were to adopt
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s model of

fighting oppression.
Secondly, itis an attempt to shed some
light on the situation in Israel and to offer
some solutions to the century-old con-

Jews and Arabs have
proven that they can
live together harmoniously in the past.

over

parts of the West bank to the Palestinian Authority and certainly this should
be seen as a step in the right direction.
70 percent of the land in the West Bank.
What all of these imbalances add up
to are two totally different systems of
law and the institutionalization of

flict. As already mentioned, Palestinians

On Oct. 24, 1995, the U.S. Congress
passed legislation calling for the reloca-

tion of the U.S. embassy in Israel from
Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. This de facto
recognition of Jerusalem as the capital
of Israel provides just one of several
examples in which the United States has
ignored the plight of the Palestinians.
The seemingly practical decision made
by the United States, namely maintaining Israel as a strategic asset, has had
some very impractical effects. Forgetting for a moment that this special relationship has undeniably come at the
expense of the Palestinians, the lives of
too many decent people have been lost

on both sides.
True peace will only come about after
we realize that in the final analysis, we

are all children of Abraham. Jews and
Arabs have proven that they can live
together harmoniously in the past. Let us
work, then, to ensure a benevolent coex-

ings only have the effect of worsening

envision are two states in the region, an

Israeli state in what is currently Israel
proper, and a fully sovereign Palestinian

speak out against it. That has been my
philosophy now for several years. It is
what I firmly believe. And I will speak

double standards; in essence, a form of.

apartheid. The recent suicide bomb-

ernment. In the long run, immoral

out against wrongs regardless of what

ings in the region, by no means justifi-

(in my mind, killing under any circum-

others may think.
At any rate, in response to Smith’s
objection to the naming of the symposium, I would offer two replies. No. 1
during the 3,000th year anniversary of
Jerusalem, tables were set up in Red
Square with two large Israeli flags over

able, should nonetheless be understood
in terms of this “mirage” or peace. The
Palestinian refugee problem (most of
the suicide bombers came from refugee
camps) has been around now for nearly
50 years. How can one talk about peace,
given such endless inhumanity?

stances) lead to more violence.

there is an injustice, I plan to

must take it upon itself to achieve an
absolutely neutral stance in the region.

must express their political discontent in
nonviolent terms. Their suicide bombAmerican stereotypes of Arabs, intensitying hatred between Arabs and Jews in
the Promised Land, and finally inciting
retaliatory measures by the Israeli gov-

When

truant. That way, the government not

the ground to discover fundamental inequities and injustices. In 1967, 100

that I will make every attempt to be as
objective as possible. What I strongly
resent is the fact that people might assume I am biased simply because I am
an Arab. It is my hope that after reading
wish is for peace in the region.

as to why these youngsters have made
those same prisons their homes.
If you think that one is bad, I’ve
heard of a worse idea. A couple of
years ago, the governor of Wisconsin,
Tommy Thompson, had one where
the state cut the welfare check for a
family with a kid who’s a chronic

Children Day.”

descent, I took offense to Fiona
Smith’s viewpoint, “Arab Stud-

ies Seminar: A Case of Mistaken Iden-

For Our Children
MERICA NEEDS TO REINVESTIN
itsyouth. From improving our
school systems, to making
health care affordabletoall, it’sclearly

would no doubt vehemently oppose it.
One need only to look at the facts on

S AN AMERICAN OF PALESTINIAN

acts

In addition, forreal peace to come about,
Jews must be more critical of their government. From what I can tell, the criticismup until this point has been on a very
small scale.

istence in the future. What I ultimately

one, comprised

of the West Bank and

the Gaza Strip. Concerning the issue of
Jerusalem, I would unify East and West
with Muslims, Jews and Christians living side by side. Perhaps, Jerusalem can
then live up to its name as the “House of
Peace.”

Faris Khader is a sophomore

Finally, the United States government

in the

School of Foreign Service.

them. To my knowledge, there were no

symbols displayed to represent the Muslim or Christian capital of Israel for
3,000 years. My point here is that the
same standard must be applied to all
parties.
Secondly, the use of the term Arab
does not come without full recognition
that Jerusalem is of vital importance to

]

Stand for Children, which has been
endorsed by thousands of organizations across the nation, is an attempt to

raise America’s moral conscience
about the shady conditions in which
weare forcing our childrento grow up.
On June 1, parents, grandparents,
students. concerned citizens and the
like will gather at the Lincoln Memorial to make a commitment to
America’s youth. Edelman said it best

the Jews.

Believe me, Arabs living in

East Jerusalem are reminded of this fact
every day. The use of the term Arab
should be understood as an attempt to
reassert the quickly fading Arab identity
of the Holy City and the reintroduce the
notion that for all Arabs, Jerusalem is
also of vital importance. Above all, the
title of the symposium merely symbolizes a hope that someday Arabs will be
represented proportionately in Jerusa-

when she argued that we can no longer

simply talk aboutimproving the plight
of America’s youth without following
that discussion with action.
“If you’ve had enough of political
leaders from all parties using children
as political props and pawns and talking about family values while not supporting what families need to raise

lem.

Perhaps the part of Smith’s viewpoint
that upset me the most was the following
statement: “Jerusalem is the capital of
the state of Israel — a free and democratic city that opens its arms to all

healthy, safe, moral and educated children, come stand with us,” she said.
- As college students, we must be

religions, cultures, races and creeds.”
Clearly, this is not: the case. I do not

concerned with the kind of future that
our children will have; from a distance, things don’t look that good, and

for that very reason we must take a
stand.

know whether Smith wrote this out of
ignorance or out of a deliberate attempt
to hide the truth. Either way, it is inexcusable. Jews living in Jerusalem might
agree with her statement, but an Arab

Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in THE HovA.

Cam Robertson/The Hoya

Steve Dagdigian

Don’t be Swayed by O’Donovan’s Pro-Turkey Stance
HE PRESIDENT’S MEDAL, ONE OF
Georgetown’s highesthonors, is

bestowed upon the select few for
“meritorious service and dedication to
the goals and objectives of the univer-

sity.” Last month, University President Leo J. O’Donovan deemed Turkish President Suleyman Demirel worthy of the high honor. The decision
caused
_

backlash

among

students and

faculty and culminated with a protest
rally held outside the Healy building
during the award ceremony. The actual
“goals” and “objectives” of the univer-

sity were called into question and
O’Donovan was asked to justify his
decision. O’Donovan’s response merely
glosses over Turkey’s shaky human
rights record and fails to address the
extent to which human rights are being

violated in Turkey today.
President O’Donovan’s claim that
“drastic changes” have taken place
within Turkish law is misleading. Article 8 of the 1991 Turkish Anti-Terror

law,

despite

recent

revisions,

still

criminalizes news reports that are purportedly “aimed at destroying the indivisibility of the Turkish state.” These
“drastic changes” conveniently come at
a time when Turkey desperately seeks a
postion within the European Customs
nion. The changes are merely cosmetic and do not constitute a true attempt to strengthen democracy.

Last month at the Freedom of the
Press Awards, Aliza Marcus, an American reporter for Reuters in Turkey, was
honored as the international prize winner. After reporting on the massacre of

seven Kurdish
security

shepherds

by Turkish

forces, she was threatened at

gunpoint, taken in for interrogation, and

It carries with it a sentence of one to
three years in prison.

For the second consecutive year, the
Committee to Protect Journalists has
documented that Turkey holds more journalists in prison than any other nation.
Atleast 51 journalists were still imprisoned in Turkey at the end of 1995. Most
of these reporters, editors, publishers
and columnists were convicted under
the terms of Article 312 of the Penal
Code.
Most recently, the well-known Turkish author Yasar Kemal fell victim to
Article 312. Hereceived a 20-month jail
sentence for writing an essay that, ac-

cording to Turkish officials, “provoked

Kurdish village within Turkey, she was
formally charged with “inciting racial
hatred” under Article 312 of the Turkish
Penal Code. Article 312, a ready substi-

In his essay, Kemal accused Turkey ofa
“campaign of lies” that masked the systematic oppression of its people, particularly the Kurds.

Help pay his car loan.
Heidi Frankenfield, CAS
Charlie Corey, CAS

Colleen Monahan, CAS ’97
Ana Cheney, CAS °97

showing racial or regional differences.”

closely monitored thereafter. Following
her factual reporting of the military
evacuation and torching of Yiva, a

Campus Opinion:

Let him live in our Village A rooftop.

tute for Article 8, prohibits “provoking
enmity and hatred among the people by

hatred and enmity throughregionalism.”

Both the letter and the judicial inter-

pretation of these laws constitute a blatant violation of Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
which upholds the rights of all citizens
of United Nations member states “to
seek, receive and impart information
and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”

All of these attempts to report the
horrors of the Kurdish situation have
been diligently smothered by President
Demirel and his government. President
O’Donovan’s claim that Demirel has
“pushed for minority rights for the
Kurds” is a good example of the hollow
rhetoric

that

Demirel

consistently

preaches.
For the past 12 years, the Turkish
government has been battling the PKK,
a militant Kurdish group that frequently
violates human rights. In addressing a
legitimate security concern, however,
the Turkish security forces have habitually violated the rights of those living in

the region, mostly ethnic Kurdish farm-

Did Turkey's recent grant of $750,000

agree to cooperate with the Turkish govemmment in the fight against Kurdish ex-

tremism, they face violent retaliation from
the PKK. If they refuse to cooperate with
the Turkish government, they face harassment, torture and ultimately forced
evacuation fromtheir villages by the Turkish security forces. So far, at least 2,600
villages, comprising two to three million
civilians, have been forcibly evacuated
and reduced to rubble.
In addition to these evacuations,
a wave
of largely unexplained death squad style
killings and disappearances, totaling an
estimated 1,200 individuals, has swept
over the region in the past four years.
Even though much evidence has recently
come to light linking the atrocities with
the Turkish security forces, Demirel has
done nothing to initiate an investigation.

Julie Leavy, NUR 98

taste with freedom of expression, could

a Turkish studies department, heavily
funded by the Turkish government, be
trusted toremain honest about their blemished past? President O'Donovan does
a good job of justifying the U.S. interest

in Turkey, but he fails to prove how
Demirel exemplifies the virtues this institution claims to extoll. In the process,
he reduces Georgetown

to a business,

insensitive to moral justice and eager to
dish out awards to the highest bidder.

Steve Dagdigian

(SFS °98) writes on

behalf of the Student Alliance for Human Rights.

by Ellen Gstalder
and Ned Segal

Set him up with Anna from New South.
Will Murray, CAS *98

Let him invest in casinos.
’98

to fund a Turkish chair have anything to
do with it? Given Turkey’s obvious dis-

Compiled

Tom Cauley, GSB ’97
Chris Caudill, GSB 97

Connie Tomber, NUR

leads

ous situation. They have two choices,
neither of which is very desirable: If they

Let him work at Vittles.

Play a little two-on-one.

evidence

one to question the university’s true motives for awarding Demirel the medal.

What would you do to convince
Allen Iverson to stay?
’96
"96

All of this damning

ers and herders.
Villagers in the region are in a precari-

Ryan Kuder, GSB 96
Mark

Vlasic, GSB

96
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Our eclectic fashions and
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European designers will have

you turning heads.

for $19
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Off Campus Housing
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| It’s not the local crowd 5 that will
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rent your apartment this sum-

3 944-3003

mer;

it’s the visitors from

other

1225 King Street « Old Town
Alexandria, Virginia » 703.519.8233

cities! Submit your sublet to
60,000 of them on-line at...

http://www.rent.net
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READY TO CLIMB
THE CORPORATE LADDER?
The years of hitting the books

and burning the midnight oil are
almost over, U

pressures you'll face in the real world
are just beginning. First impressions
are lasting and Today’s Man wants
to ensure that all your hard work is
finally going to pay off.
This is just one of thousands of superb .

suits that you'll find in your nearby
_ Today’s Man store. Designer name
| brands, rich fabrics and exquisite
craftsmanship
are all available in
an easy-to-shop atmosphere.
Experience the latest
fashions that will take
you from waiting room
to boardroom, all at
affordable prices. Visit
Today’s Man just once
and we’re convinced
_yow’ll fine no need to
shop elsewhere.

*NO DEPOSIT*
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
PRIVATE STORAGE ROOMS
24 HOUR SECURITY
MOVING AND PACKING
SUPPLIES
LOCKS AVAILABLE
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

RYDER TRUCK RENTALS
10% Discount on any storage room with

VISA |

10% discount with

—-w

House

Campus

=~

4 T \%Y Nh

ha

3 ‘DoN

are 12 years or older
are a nonsmoker the past 6 months
are a diagnosed asthmatic with year-round symptoms
use a bronchodilator inhaler only for your asthma symptoms
are in general good health
have not abused drugs or alcohol
YOU may qualify to participate in a one-year asthma research study to test the safety and
effectiveness of an investigational tablet for asthma. All females will be asked about
childbearing status. FREE asthma medical supervision and up to $750.00 offered for
participation. If interested & feel you meet the above criteria, please call (202) 686-5058.

“TODAY'S M AN

payment in advance for entire Summer

ST EL La Don

Pi Sigma Alpha, the National
Political Science Honor Society,
Delta Eta Chapter of
Georgetown University,

Is now soliciting
applications for new

members.
Please stop by the Government Department,
681 ICC, for further information.

CUC
Let Us Challenge YOU!!!
It’s not too early to start thinking about your ultimate summer job experience!

Positions Available in:

Interested???

Santa Clara, California

Chicago, Illinois

Call Meghan Clinton
@ 800/931-4760
-YOU WON'T
REGRET IT!!!

» Housing & transportation provided.
« Meet new people.
» Get paid WELL doing it!
- Work with college students across
the nation.
- Learn a lot about running a small

an

- Work

in a fun

outdoors!

environment

—

7
TO IDJANS I)
THE

MENSWEAR

WV
SUPTLRSTORE

Bring this certificate to an
Today’s Man now aan
5/31/96 and take

Ll

Cincinnati, Ohio
Jackson, New Jersey

INVESTMENTS
vP00OGCOIOOOOOONONBRAOARPDS

“A Little Bit of Hard Work for an Experience of a Lifetime!”

YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE
This offer cannot be combined with any other offer.

1
1
I
1
1
1

EN
THE

MENSWEAR

SUPERSTORE

i
:

im BL 01000

Virginia

_
1}

Richmond,

So
SQ

Houston, Texas

1
i
1
i
I
I
I

:

Greenbelt (301) 220-3811

© Rockville (301) 770-9660

Bailey’s Crossroads (703) 845-1307
Fairfax (703) 385-5670
Convenient Hours: Mon-Sat:

10 am to 9:30 pm;

Sun: Noon to 6 pm

“

SWIMSUITS!
FREE

PARKING!

1000's of One-Pieces, Bikinis, Push-Ups, Thongs & D Cups

Bikini Shop
$500
I

1819 M Street NW » 735 15th St., NW
(202) 331-8372 » (202) 393-3533

Want

a job?

Europe

Go where the gold is!
HOT JOB MARKETS
Free info. (800) 722-0845

USA

$169

Caribbean/Mexico $189 R/T

LA
[LYLE

Be a little flexible and save $$$
We’ll help you beat the
airline prices.
Destinations

worldwide.

AIRHITCH®
800 326-2009
airhitch@netcom.com

Brussels
http://www.sta-travel.com
Above fares are roundtrip. Tax not included
Some restrictions apply.

202-887-0912
2401 Penn. Ave. Ste. G

Washington D.C.
20037

4

9

You tell them to call you 1-800-COLLECT

It keeps them happy

1-800-COLLECT
For long-distance calls. Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call

SAVE UP TO 44% ON EVERY CALL

ST

21
i
TRAVE
ia) yo VEL
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ENTERTAINMENT
Cracker ’s New
Hat Is Golden

Mask & Bauble Has a Good
By Melysa Sperber
HOYA Staff Writer

pop songs. Charlie Gillingham of the
-Counting Crows plays organ on multiple tracks, and Joan Osborne sings
backing vocals on “Nothing to Believe

By Bill Jordan
HOY A Staff Writer

Everyone seems to hate rock stardom these days. Bands get famous,
sell a million or so copies of their
album, and then tire of the notoriety. Nirvana tried to fight it and
released /n Utero, and everyone
knows where they have gone since.
Pearl Jam front-man Eddie Vedder
is in a constant state of depression
these days, even though his band
could team with Vanilla Ice for

In.” Drummer Charlie Quintana, who

made scheduling difficult for the band
by playing drums in Joan Osborne’s
band, was unable to play on all the
tracks, but was present for most of the
songs on The Golden Age.
Many tracks on the album clearly
show Cracker’s ability to make radio
friendly songs as they did onKerosene
Hat. The first single off the album, “I
Hate My Generation,” is Lowerys shot

their next single and it would still

vat the apathy of some
of his peers (which,

by the way, aren’t
Generation X-ers, as
eis 35 years old). It
sobviously intended
to be the album’s ra-

without sticking
with that trend?
It appears they
tried to go in exactly the opposite
direction, and bask
in the glow from
their sophomore album,

yet,

io hit, like “Low,”

they

achieved essenCourtesy
tially the same result.
David Lowery, lead singer and
songwriter for Cracker, has said
this is “a big-time and expensive
record.” Five tracks contain a 15
piece string section, certainly odd
for a slightly country sounding,
guitar-driven rock band. Lowery’s
goal for this album is “to take our
weird songs so far they'd start to
sound like pop songs™ and vice
versa.
To his credit, The Golden Age
certainly does contain some weird
sounds, but to say it is simply a
weird album is to discredit some of
the fine songs on this album, probably the pop to which Lowery referred.
Cracker compiled the correct
guests when it comes to making

of

‘Get Off This,” and
{“Eurotrash
Girl”
were for their previus album.
In addition to “I
Hate My GeneraJtion,” songs like
Vugin Records
“Useless Stuff” and
*100 Flower Power Maximum” show
elements of the previous two albums.
However, many of the sounds on this
album just don’t seem to be Cracker.
Songs like “Nothing to Believe™ with
guitar sounds similar to that of REM
on Monster's “Crush With Eyeliner,”
and The Golden Age, which takes
their country sound to an extreme, are

far cries from previous albums.
As strange as some

of the songs

may seem, this is still quite a good
album. Even though it employs different aspects of sound than one would
expect from Cracker, the band pulls it
off successfully. Their current tour
should prove to be an interesting contrast between the sounds of their previous two albums, Kerosene Hat and
Cracker, and their current one, The
Golden Age.

The mention of the musical “Hair” >
often arouses thoughts of drugs, free
love, protest and nakedness. Although
Mask and Baubles production of Rado
and Ragini’s “Hair” lacks actors parading the stage in the nude, it boasts an
energetic group of talented Thespians
portraying the psychedelic trials of a
tribe of young hippies in the late "60s.
A recent broadcast concerning

the

United States’ recent involvement in
Bosnia immediately catches the
audience’s attention and interest as the
show begins. It not only reminds us of
the ever-present and unnecessary vio-

lence occurring in the world today, but
also signifies the effect that drama and
music have on the culture that surrounds
this violence.
Brian T. Jones’ (FLL ’99) version of

“Hair” focuses more on the comedic
aspects of the script rather than the
dramatic.

While the dramatic, tragic

realities of the Vietnam War pervade
throughout the entire show in many
productions, Jones’ interpretation focuses more on comedy. He definitely
makes the audience laugh.
Throughout the production the music
—

Ellen GstaldeAThe HOY 4

classic ’60s protest music such as

Dylan and Joplin as well as the exhilarating score of “Hair”— proves to be
essential for setting the mood and emotion during each sequence.
As well as having a masterfully performedscoreledby YonatanLupu (CAS
’99) and sound effects designed by Melissa Kathryn Fox (CAS 99), the production also captures its meaning
through Nur-ul-Haq’s (CAS ’96) innovative lighting designs. The excellent
array of powerful colors is especially
evident in the “Hashish” scene.
The most impressive aspect of the
musical is the perfectly executed choreography created by Alison Habiger (SFS
'99), the show’s choreographer. Every
scene provides new ideas performed
with fluid, synchronized movements.
The

most creative, and humorous,

choreography appears in the “Sodomy”
scene — the hands say it all. Of course,

The cast of Hair performs in Poulton Hall this coming weekend. The 1960’s musical is fueled by outrageous content.
the emotion expressed through the cho-

~ reography coud not have been revealed
without a talented cast.

(SES 99) performance of the ballad “Easy
To Be Hard” is especially strong.
Monica

J. Curls

(SES

'97) gives a

unzipp(y)er berger, up your berger.”
Ploumitsakos successfully maintains his

charismatic performance as Dione in
“Colored Spade” and “White Boys, and
Erin Durkay (SFS ’99) gives a hysterical
as well as moving portrayal of an expectant teen in love with Claude, who is not
her baby’s father.

energy and humor throughout the entire

Carmelo C. Royes’ (SES "99) perfor-

John Ploumitsakos (SES ’98) opens
the show with a comical monologue in
which he introduces himself as Berger
— “Bananna berger, cheese berger,

production.
C.Brian

Crane

(FLL

’99) gives

the

most powerful performance as Claude, a
confused and ambivalent young man who
faces the Vietnam draft.
Although the entire ‘tribe’ should be
commended for their musical and theatrical abilities, a few actors prove to be
especially impressive. Amal Bouhabib’s

mance in “My Conviction” is definitely
one that should not be missed, as is Jen
Christians (SES "99) emotional portrayal
of teenage lustand love in ‘Frank Mills.”

Cristina Aquino (CAS '97) designed
a simple set that provides a perfect backdrop to display the character’s colorful
personalities. The set also allows for a
great deal of improvisation and use of

unique props. In one scene, the actors
actually utilize a large parachute that
contributes to the vision and illusion of
the scene.
Another addition to the scenery is Igor
Orlovsky’s (FLL ’99) creative costume
designs. The costumes each add to the
characters’ colorful personas.
These

visions

and

illusions

masterfully construed by

are all

Jones.

He

developes each scene and each character

carefully and successfully.
“Hair” is a definite must see for all
avid theater goers. Although the dra-

matic overtones of the script areneglected
until the end of the second act, Mask and
Bauble’s version of “Hair” is an entertaining and humorous performance.

Beantown’s Pride: Green and Good A Wardrobe of Mirth
replaced by the modern Fleet Center.
Once in their seats, Mike immedi-

By Susannah Pierce
HOY A Staff Writer

ately heckles the biggest obstacle to

As it’s pitched, Hollywood Pictures’ new movie Celtic Pride looks
like another one of those mindless
“must - miss” comedies. But director Tom DeCerchio’s film is a surprisingly fun and lighthearted portrayal of two overly devoted Celtics
fans who will do anything for their
team — even if it means kidnapping.
Celtic Pride first introduces Mike
O’Hara [Daniel Stern], once known

as the star player of his high school
basketball team. Now a bitter elementary school gym teacher, Mike
cares about nothing exceptseeing his
beloved Boston team beat the Utah
Jazz in the NBA finals. Although his
wife threatens to divorce him, itcan’t

quell his obsession.
Clad

in green,

Mike

and

his

plumber friend, Jimmy Flaherty [Dan
Aykroyd], the “Septic Tank King,”
anxiously go to game six of the finals. The two fans kneel down and
kiss the walls of the historic Boston
Courtesy of Hollywood Pictures

Garden, soon to be shut down and

a Celtic victory: Utah’s indomitable
seen in a spoof ofa Nike commercial
Scott is similar to Charles Barkley.
Hated by his team, Lewis is an arrogant ballhog who skips practice and

Every child wishes that his or her
room could turn into a whole other
world. C.S. Lewis created this world for
children and adults alike when he wrote

fights on the court.

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.

claiming, “Iamnotyourhero,” Lewis

After the Jazz tie
a win in game six,
decide something
stop Lewis. At the

up the series with
Mike and Jimmy
must be done to
Roxy, a popular

Boston nightclub, the two pretend to
be Lewis’ biggest fans and get him

so drunk he passes out. Mike and
Jimmy then take the pro player hostage, an act that may cause their lives
to “go down in flames,” but at least

they will be forever known for ““[contributing] to the Celtics’ victory.”
formance of the crazed ex-high school

player. As in Home Alone and City
Slickers, he employs the quirky
See CELTIC,p. 9

This Weekend’s

Compus Card and $3 for non-card
holders.

Everything

plays at The Bayou

(Wisconsin Avenue andK Street NW)
for a live recording session. Call The

Arena Stage (6th Street and Maine’

Birth and After Birth will be shown

at Woolly Mammoth Theatre (1401
Church St. NW) through Sunday. The
story line follows the fortunes of an uninhibited four-year old and his relationship with his uptight parents. Performances are 8 p.m. on Friday, 5:30 p.m.
and 9 p.m. on Saturday, and 2 p.m. on
Sunday.

Call (202) 393-3939 for more

Bayou at (202) 333-2897 for more
information.
Phil Mathieu plays at Cafe Babalu
(3235 M St. NW) on Friday. Call

information.
Mask & Bauble presents Rado &
Ragini’s Hair April 18-20. Shows will
be performed at Stage III in Poulton Hall

(202) 965-5353 for more information.

(37th Street and P Street NW).

Saloun (3239 M St. NW) presents

Blues Messenger on Saturday.

Tickets

are $7 for students and $12 for the general public. Showtimes all start at 8 p.m.

The

Call (202) 687-6783 for reservations or

music starts at 9 p.m. Call (202) 9654900 for more information.

additional information.
Kennedy Center hosts the American College Theater Festival at Terrace Theater (Kennedy Center) April
19-23. The festival is acelebration of the
best college and university theater productions from around the country. Call

Jazz vocalist Betty Carter performs at Blues Alley (1073 Wisconsin
Ave.) April 19-21. Call (202) 3374141 for ticket reservations.

(202) 416-8850 for more information
on

BET

enue) through April 28. The exhibit is
of the 18th Century artist's works of life

good

and

evil,

her enemies into stone.
The four children, Peter, Edmund,
Susan and Lucy discover that they fulfill the prophecy that will oust the wicked
witch and bring eternal spring and bring
the kind ruler, Aslan, back to the king-

political arena.
In addition, Edmund

in Napoleonic France. Admissionis free

ets.

East (4th Street and Constitution Av-

between

evil, stimulating parallelsevenintoday’s

sion is free.

Louis-Leopold Boilly’s art exhibit
appears at the National Gallery of Art,

the conflict

Narnia is ruled by the malicious and
powerful White Witch, who reigns

and the beneficent lion Aslan manifest
the omnipresent struggle of good versus

Admis-

Celtic Pride opens today. The basketball comedy stars Damon Waynes ,
and Daniel Stern and Dan Aykroyd as
two crazed Boston fans. Check local
listings for showtimes and prices.

about a mythical land that can only be
reached by children through a magical
wardrobe. A kingdom characterized by

and the consequences that choices entail.
The juxtaposition of the evil White Witch

(across from Nevils) and

films, schedules and acquiring free tick-

C.S. Lewisincluded this work in The
Chronicles of Narnia, a series of tales

including leadership, creativity, heroes

Sing Praises with the
Georgetown Gospel Choir.
Their annual Spring Concert will be held on Saturday. The performance is at
Holy Trinity Church
begins at 7:30 p.m.

Alley.

dom.
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe incorporates many of the elements
ofa timeless story designed for children
that endures and inspires people of all
ages. The appeal for children lies mainly
in the fact that the story is about children, and that it could have happened to
them.
Yet the play takes up larger issues,

SIR. SOND0]
Avenue SW) presents Douglas Wager’s
Candide through May 26. The musical
follows the adventures of Voltaire's
Candide. Call (202) 488-3300 for ticket
information and showtimes.

The Georgetown Players are currently
performing the Lewis classic,
The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe in Bulldog

through trickery and transforms all of

Daniel Stern stands out in his per-

THE INSIDER’S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND’S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS

BEST

By Rachel Yoka
Special to The HOYA

Lewis Scott [Damon Wayans]. First

Aykroyd, left, and Stern, right, kidnap basketball player Wayans, center.

GPB presents Heat April 19-21 in
Reiss 103 at 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Robert DeNiro and Al Pacino star together in a film for the first time since
The Godfather II. Mr. Pacino plays a
cop in pursuit of Mr. DeNiro’s gang of
hi-tech bank robbers. Val Kilmer, Tom
Sizemore co-star. Tickets are $1 witha

- Georgetown Players Produce Lewis’ Novel

GPB presents comedian Steven
Wright on Saturday in Gaston Hall.
The performance begins at 8 p.m. Tickets are $14, $17, and $20.

Tickets can

be purchased in the Leavey Center.

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
performs Tchaikovsky’s Andante
Cantablle at Concert Hall (Kennedy
Center) on Sunday. Tickets start at $25
and the show begins at 3 p.m. Call
(202) 467-4600 for ticket reservations.

regrets and re-

verses his initial ‘decision to assist the
witch in capturing his siblings and maintaining her dominion. The themes the
story incorporates represent just a few
that make this work so enduring.
One of the primary achievements of
this performance is that only two actors
play thediverseroles of seven characters.
John Gross (CAS ’95) who plays Peter,
also becomes Edmund, Mr. Tumnas, Mr.
Beaver and the lion king Aslan with
slight changes in mannerism and tone of
voice.

Ellen GstaldeNT'he HOYA

Lopez as Lucy, and Gross as Peter.

ering. They then form a magic circle in
which they “show the tale,” continuously
switching

back and

forth between

the

two formats.
Both actors exude an enthusiasm that
is contagious, as well as a sense of humor

that would appeal to both 10 year-olds
and college students alike. Many in the
audience had grown up reading C.S.
Lewis, and the magic of the story apparently has

not faded over the years.

The Players said they gave this performance with the purpose of demonstrating to the Georgetown student body the
community service to which they are
dedicated. The Georgetown Players are
currently performing this children’s classic in local elementary schools; the show

was created for a target audience of first
through fourth grade school students.

As such, the goal of the production is
not only to tell a good story or introduce

ing. Peter and Lucy begin the tale by

childrento the tale, but also to emphasize
the importance of reading stories and
sharing them, thereby fostering creativity.
The Players have given many successful performances at area schools in an
effort to promote the theater as both entertaining and educational. At these presentations the group distributes a packet
of activities and exercises to be used in
conjunction with the performance, encouraging children to use their imagination in writing, story-telling and draw-

narrating, and as children will do, bick-

ing.

Destiny Lopez (SFS ’97) balances the
innocent character of Lucy, as well as the
treacherous one of the White Witch.
Despite the demanding nature of the format, with minimal props and the strict
use of voice and movement, both Gross
and Lopez handle their many roles beau-

tifully.
The format itself, though simple, is
clear and effective, as well as entertain-

%/
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Kiss Has Gone Unplugged and Mellowed Out, Not For The Better
§

|

By Yonatan Lupu
;

enton ‘A World Without Heroes,’ a soft,
melancholy track that uses the three

HOYA Staff Welter
|
|

acoustic guitars to the fullest extent.

Could it be? After 24 years of flashy
hard-rock hits, the members of Kiss
turned-out
to be a bunch of softies? Any-

Because all six band members contributeto the vocals in the live album, the
singing is well contoured and harmo-

way, they certainly don’tsoundlikethem-

nized. The background vocals add much

&

i

:

¥

Kiss Unplugged.
a 3-year hiatus, the band

Despite offering a solid performance,

|

has returned with this live acoustic per-

the question one can’t resist asking is:

formancerecord
last AugustforM
TV.
ed

“After so many years, why is Kiss doing

drummer Peter Criss, who left in 1980

album following decades of hard, electric hits?
Also, while softer songs sound solid
on Unplugged, the band’s true classics,
their louder tracks, just don’t feel right.

.

selves

on their newly

Following

released

album

The album features the reunion of band
members Paul Stanley, Gene Simmons,
-

L

and guitarist Ace Frehley, who departed
in 1982. This Unplugged performance is
the first since 1979 to feature all four
founding members of the band.
Without their classic antics such as
make-up, costumes, and blood-spitting,
Kiss shows a new, romantic side when

they pull their plugs.

|
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Forexample, hits like ‘Rock and Roll All
Night’ and ‘Domino,’ simply.donot work
without electricity.
The MTV Unplugged concept has alWaysbeenone where performers must be

ballad ‘I Still Love You,” which features

he guitar-playing is definitely the
most notable aspect of this album. Gui-

Team

take on the idea of fans kidnapping
player is a very funny premise.”
DeCericho

this now?” That is, why do the members
of Kiss feel they must release an acoustic

Adams or Hootie and the Blowfish. Howthat changing their format means they
ever, a highlight of the album is the eerie ~~ can’tcontinue playing the same old songs.

nating backdrop for a film, and a comic

wm
=
—
frustration
that has made him a successful actor. Forjnsenice, Sarin game
six, the superstitious Mike continually

wc

G

Someaharder,
‘disco-esque
’ tune.
thin
g,’

pu | ‘Every Time I Look at You,” sound
selective about what they play — Kiss
like they may have been made by Bryan ~ Was not. The band members must realize

Stanley’s soft crooning combined with
Bey guitar fills.

+
Aykroyd

=

Acoustic renditions of several songs,

Couttesyof Hollywosa Fioties.
Damon Wayans falls victim to two sports fanatics in the new film, Celtic Pride.

to the lead, significantly on ‘Sure Know

.

tarist Bruce Kulick and Stanley maintain
a

believes that the reason

makes the crowd switch their seats in
hopes of it helping the Celtics win.
Unfortunately for Dan Aykroyd, Celtic
his film to shine. Most of the
Pride isnot
funny lines are reserved for Stern. None-

why Stern and Aykroyd’s characters are
so entertaining is because “they are almost tragic ... Even though they re doing
something horrible, you kind of understand the reasons that Mike and Jimmy

theless, Aykroyd does a fine job of play-

are giving themselves justification, since,

ing Mike's pathetically naive sidekick.
As for Damon Wayans, the heartless
character of Lewis Scott is certainly a
departure from his previous roles as
“Blankman” and “Homey the Clown.”
But he still shows his humor as he smarttalks his way through the film.
In a press release director Tom
DeCericho talked about the importance
of the crazed-sports fan. “I think the
obsessive nature of sports fans is a fasci-

as much as sports fans yell and scream,
they can’t control the game. And these
fans actually figure outa way. Most fans
wouldn't do this, but I think they’ve all
thought about it.”
With its cameos of such Celtics greats
as Larry Bird and Bob Cousy, Celtic

The new album seems to be one in a
series of older bands that are attempting
to make
a feeble comebackby
MTV; the Eagles did Laken

getting on
a

ago. The irony remains that Kiss, the

solid rhythm patterns througheut, while ~~ band which was once considered pop
Frehley adds the fills and solos thatonce ~~ music’s savior from bands like Crosby,
earned him fame as one of the best rock
Stills and Nash. now sound just like
gyitarists of his day.. This is most apparthem.

Courtesy of Mercury Records

Glam-Rock Rockers, Kiss, are back with an MTV Unplugged album. Kiss
is also planning a reunion tour to be performed in full make-up.

3

Pride definitely keeps you laughing. The

movie
is an entertaining depiction of two
sports fans who believe, “If you can’t
beat ‘em, steal ‘em.”

.

We didn't think we could make it any easier to surf the Net.
Today, more students are using Macintosh®
computers to share ideas on the Internet
than any other computer. No small wonder,
either. Because with a Macintosh there are
no complicated commands needed to get
up and surfing on the Net. So in a matter

of minutes you can be on-line accessing
the exciting new universe of the Internet.
(Not to mention prospective employers.)

And right now, buying a Mac" is as easy as
using one. For a limited time, we're offering special campus savings on selected
Macintosh computers and Apple® printers.

Sovisit us today, and look into the power
of Macintosh. The power to be your best?

Butwejustdid.

f

[A

For more information visit us on the Internet at hith://hed.info.apple.com/

SW

.

~

|
$5

wv

LL

14pl

:

|SMB/IGB,CD.I5 monitor |

= | |I6GMB/IGB,CD.I5 monitor

Offers shown above expire May 15, 1996. See your campus slore for details about the Apple Computer Loan. ©1996 Apple Computer; Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter; Macintosh, Performa, PowerBook, StyleWriler and “The power lo be your best” are registered trademarks of Apple Compuler; Inc. Mac and Power Mac are lrademarks of Apple Computer; Inc. All Macintosh computers are
designed lo be accessible to individuals with disability. To learn more (US. only), call 800-600-7808 or TTY 800-755-0601.
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Classifieds

the

NANNY WANTED: Cheerful, energetic, student wanted to care for 2
year old boy for 30 hours per week.

tain Bikes at wholesale prices on campus. Great opportunity to earn money
and free bike. Do you think you have
the right qualifications?? Sell me, and
the job is yours! E-Mail to :

EMPLOYMENT

Friday, April 19
Noon to 5 p.m. School of
Foreign Service Diplomatic
Ball tickets will be sold in
Red Square and the Leavey
Center for $38 each or $75

per couple.
1:30 p.m. Islamic Prayers in
Copley Hall basement in the
Muslim Prayer Room. The
prayer room is open daily for
all other prayers.
2 p.m. to 3 p.m. Career
Network Job Search Workshop to be held in Seminar
Room 1 in the Leavey Center. Sponsored by the MBNA
Career Education Center.
6:30 p.m. Shabbat service
atthe JSA House followed by
dinner at 7:30 p.m.
7 p.m. to closing. Junior
Night
at
Uncommon
Grounds. Join the juniors for

specials and giveaways!
Sponsored
by the Junior Class
Committee.
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Class of
'97 "Happy Hour" at Cham-

pions. Sponsored by Junior

ompsonreads from her work,

Awareness

Wings Span Eternity, at Un-

Leavey

Commons. . Spon-

We can offer flexible schedule. Start

wloughran@aol.com or Fax (703) 938-

common

sored by the Class Commit-

date of: June 3rd - minimum
committment to Sept. 1996. Nonsmoker, live out, light housekeeping,
salary negotiable. Our family lives in
Cleveland Park neighborhood: Conn.
Ave. metro, playground, public library, neighborhood summer pool

3272.
THE ASK PROGRAMhas part-time,
work-study positions available. Work
with inner-city youth. Summer start
date. Year committment preferred.
Call Ted Enoch 298-0203.

membership.

GRAD.

Grounds.

Saturday, April 20

in

tees.
7:30 p.m. The Georgetown
Gospel Choir will hold its
annual spring concert at the
Holy Trinity Church, located
at 3513 N Street. Admission
is free and all are invited.
10:30 p.m. to closing. Junior Night at the Charring
Cross. Sponsored by the Junior Class Committee.
Sunday, April 21

Tuesday, April 23
7 p.m. Georgetown Israel
Association weekly meeting
in Leavey 338. All students
are welcome.
Wednesday, April 24
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. Celebrate Israel Independence
Day

Masses at Dahlgren Chapel:
9am. 11am,12:30p.m.,5
p.m., 7 p.m., 8:30 p.m., 10
p.m. and 11:15 p.m.

(Yom

Hatzma'ut)

at a

barbecue on the Leavey Esplanade. Faculty and graduate students please RSVP to
Dana Saroken at 687-4383.
Raindate will be Thursday,

April 25 and the cost is $3.
11 a.m. Protestant morning
worship and communion in
the Leavey Program Room.
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Founder's
Day Barbecue to be held on
Copley Lawn. All are welcome. Sponsored jointly by
the Georgetown Program
Board and the Class Committees.
Monday, April 22

Class Committee.
8 p.m. G.U. Band's annual
Spring Concert to be held in
Gaston Hall.

Week,

1:15 p.m. to 2:15 p.m. Careers for Non-Business Majors to be held in Seminar
Room 1 in the Leavey Center. Sponsored by the MBNA
Career Education Center.

p.m.

Nina Barrengos (202) 986-6536.
EARN UPTO $10,000 THIS SUMMER. Manage a profitable local advertising/publishing business. Call
orfaxresumeto (201) 664-6231 (attn:
David Contract).
BARTENDING: Good times, good
pay, flexible hours. 1,2 week classes.
Placement assistance. On Metro.
(703) 841-9700.
BABYSITTER NEEDED: Energetic, Experienced Babysitter needed
in my Kensington home 2 days per
week for Beautiful 12 month old girl.
Must have transportation, references.

Call (301) 942-6927.

7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Career
Spotlight: Gay and Lesbian
Issues in the Job Search in
Seminar Room 1 in the
Leavey Center. Sponsored
by the MBNA Career Education Center.
7:30

References required.

to 8:30. p.m.

Women in Business General

Meeting to discuss plans for
next year and talk about who
would like to assume leadership roles as well in Healy
103.
Know about an upcoming
event? Tell the Hoya Community Calendar!
Call The Hoya at 7-3415 or
stop by Leavey 421.

STUDENT

in Ar-

lington ISO undergrad to babysit 8month old for a few hours 3 days a
week. Schedule flexible. Experience
and references required. Call (703)
841-4775 before 10 p.m.
EARN UP TO $10,000 THIS SUMMER. Manage a profitable local advertising/publishing business. Call orr
fax resume to (201) 664-6231 (attn.
David Contract).

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT — Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational English
in Japan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian languages required. For info. call: (206)

971-3570 ext. J53014.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT.
Personal
assistant to
Georgetown businessman, grad or
undergrad student, prefer high GPA
and some bookkeeping experience.
30 hours/week. Fax resume to (202)
342-9377, or call (202) 333-4846.

TEACH

FAMILY

ext. K53012.

SEEKS

MOM

CHILDCARE

PROVIDER — Enjoy charm of Old
Town Alexandria while caring for
adorable well-behaved 2 yr. old boy
& 8 mo. old sister in beautiful home.
Flexible hours day/night.
Near Metro.

(703) 519-9556.
OFFICE MANAGER — CVC isa
young and growing company in Silver Spring, MD looking for an organized team player with computer
skills (word processing and spread
sheets) and excellent
phone etiquette.
We will train. $8.50/hr: part time
until May, Full time in Summer.
Please Call (301) 588-7483.

ENGLISH

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up to $2,000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal &
full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information call (206) 971-3550 ext.

C53013.
TRAVEL

EUROPE $169 OW MEXICO/
CARIBBEAN $18 RT & domestic
destinations cheap!

IF YOU

CAN

BEAT THESE .PRICES START
YOUR OWN DAMN AIRLINE.
AirTech, Ltd. (212) 219-7000. Info

at aerotech.com

http://campus.net/

aerotech.
FOR SALE
APARTMENT SALE: Women’s
10-speed bike; double futon; oak
kitchen table; directors chairs; bookshelves. Call (202) 237-0402.
COMPUTER: IBM PS/I color system plus HP DeskJet printer includ-

ing all softwares. $500 or best offer.
Jim (202) 342-7161.
MODEM: U.S. Robotics 14.4 Mac
& Fax. All cables & software. Save

over retail. John (703) 527-8680.

IN EASTERN

EUROPE - Conversational English
teachers needed in Prague, Budapest,
or Krakow. No teaching certificate or
European languages required. Inexpensive Room & Board + other benefits. For info call: (206) 971-3680

FOR RENT
G’TOWN/BURLEITH:

:
Awesome

house close to campus. 3b/r, 2ba, A/.
C, fullbsmt, parking, W/D, D/W.
Groups welcome. Rent 2,590. (301)
552-2761.
WANTED

GU STUDENTS Time to Earn Money.
30-year old Chemical Co. I need students who are willing & able to work at
least 12 hrs/wk. Shifts available 9-1, 1-

5,4-8.$10/hr Salary and Bonuses. Must
have Clear Speaking Voice. Call
Clarence 342-0400.

EARN $3000 - $6000 & GAIN
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yellow page advertising in your University’s Official Campus Telephone Directory this SUMMER. Excellent advertising/sales/
Public Relations GREAT RESUME
BOOSTER. Call College Directory

LADIES - SMALL, MEDIUM to
help graduate ART photo project.
Negatives/pictures returned. No experience. Compensated $. Natural
imagery - Business/Dress and under
attire, sport or dance and under attire, niteclub and lingerie, and undressed. 18 yrs/older. Call (703) 6122959.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE
GATHERING
http://
www.takeme.com — Scholarships,
academic & career resources, internships, sports, news, entertainment,
travel, music, debates and 1,000’s of
links.

‘SPRING SALE
Juanita

Torrence-Th-

7p-m. "Living With AIDS,"
a presentation for AIDS

MOUNTAIN

BIKES

Sell Moun-

Publishing: (610) 940-1515 ext 230.

he,

I

ge

PRO-WEAVE PRETTIUN
WEIGHT SWEATSHIRTS
£5

\poet

African-American

XXL
(REG: $42.95)

SALE THROUGH

4/21/96

(REG: $46.95)

NF

aN

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Store Hours:

Monday-Friday: 8:30a.m.-8:00p.m.
Saturday-Sunday: 11:00a.m.-5:00p.m.

BOOKSTORE

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD
and AMERICAN EXPRESS

/
|

Cy

7 p.m.

Fri

April
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SPORTS
Flynn Leads

71-Win Bulls Stampede

then taking over.”
Simons credited the slow start to a
lack of mental focus.
“Tt was one of those situations where it

To The Title Of Best Ever

was a night game, we’ve had a lot of
games

going on, and [although]

ADAMS,

we're

trying to stay focused for every game, I
don’t think we did a real good job of
doing that.”

Flynn was a one-woman headache for
the Tigers, posting three goals and four
assists to lead all scorers.
“Chrissy Flynn is one of the main
reasons we turned it on in the game,”
Simons said. “When we came out flat,

she was the only player ready to play.”
Sophomore Chris Lindsey also had an
impressive afternoon, stopping 18 shots.
Lindsey is currently No. 1 inthe nation in
save percentage at just below 75 percent,
and her presence allows the Hoyas to
play a more aggressive style than what
might otherwise be the case.
“She has been a huge force in goal,”
Simons said. “In the second half, when
we needed key saves she came up big ...

when Chris is playing well, we can take
more chances both offensively and defensively. She gives us confidence.”
Georgetown, in the midst of their most
successful season ever, is learning how
to manage the added pressure that comes
with being a favorite.

“I think we’re still not comfortable
being in the position where teams are
looking atus as the team to beat,” Simons

said. “If you look at the rest of the teams
we play, all except James Madison we
are expected to beat, so there’s definitely
more pressure on this team. But they're

dealing
With
handful
are also

very well
only one
of juniors
a young

with it.”
senior (Flynn) and a
on the squad, the Hoyas
team. Thrust into the

I’m reserving the keg now. I'm
placing another order for a couple of
deli trays. I’m ready.
The Chicago Bulls will
be champions again.

The main point of this column is
to talk about the Bulls winning
their 70th game Tuesday night and
to say how they are the greatest

team ever in professional sports,
blah, blah, blah.
But, come on. The regular season

means nothing in pro basketball. It’s
all a prelude for the finals. So my big
concern is the playoffs. Imean, that’s
what really matters.
Anyways, the Bulls have had an

incredible season. They ve only lost
two games by more than 10 points

all season. True, they didn’t win 33
straight like the 71-72 Lakers. But
come on, this is the best team, ever.
Stat No. 1 — They have the third
best defense in the league. Of course
the two teams before them, Cleveland and Detroit, cheat by slowing
the game down so much itresembles
golf (except there’sno Greg Norman
choking).

StatNo. 2— They lead the league
in scoring despite the fact they play
in the Eastern Conference, the conference notorious for good defense.

The rub against the Western Conference has always been great of-

fense, no defense. The Bulls com-

bine the best of the West and the
East in a total package.
Look, they got the best player ever
— Michael Jordan. They have the
best rebounder ever — Dennis Rodman. And they got the bestall-around
player in the NBA right now —
Scottie Pippen. And unlike other
years, the Bulls even have a good
bench. Weird.
Having taken that out of the way,
I'd like to say something about the
70th win. Hopefully you didn’t see

any -of it. It was as ugly as Steve
Slawinski (be sure to vote for him in
T.U.P.O.C.) We're talking a game

where only eight Bulls played. At
the end of the season, you’re supposed to rest your best players and
Milwaukee

should

have

been

that

game.
It wasn’t.
Jordan led the team with 22 points.
Y ou know Jordan’s had a bad game
when he’s only scored 22. I saw a
game in his third year where he had

16 points. That’s the only time I’ve
seen him score so low. The guy has
unbelievable consistency. I mean,
that’s like almost always getting an

A on papers, rarely getting A- and
never getting anything less than a
B+. That’s consistency.
Unlike columnists for rival pa-

pers (Andrew Kieley), who claim
Bullets coach Jim Lynam should win,
_ [think Phil Jackson should win coach

of the year. Sure he’s starting two
all-stars (Rodman was unfairly denied), but there are a bunch of teams

that have started three all-stars —
Lakers, Celtics, Knicks —

haven’t

No?

And, he’s not leaving to coach the

Knicks, as Kieley snuck in. (P.S. Go
back to the Peter Vecesy school of
journalism, Kieley). You know,

make up a rumor that benefits New

York and then circulate it on national TV. Case closed.
Expansion, you say. Watered
down league. Look, the Lakers won

69 in a year of expansion. There are
more good players now than ever
before. The league is overflowing
with talent as the huge European
market has been opened.
So the Bulls won 70. But as I said,
all I care about is the Finals and
winning them. My friends from
Houston know it as do my friends
from Detroit.
At least my friends from New
York don’t.

Is Not Enough

“Romance in the Spring”
Sunday, April 21
8:00 p.m., $5

Georgetown's Elliott and Kamemoto
also avenged losses suffered during

doubles play. Elliott simply overpow-

&

ered Lee, 6-2, 6-1 at No. 4, while
Kamemoto out-slugged Weise, 6-2, 6-2.

Unfortunately, the wins were not enough
tor the Hoyas to overcome the early twopoint deficit.
St. John’s moves on to face fourthseeded Boston College in today’s
quarterfinals, who shutout No. 13
Thursday

morning.

the game

should

be re-

true
The
lesswith
have

itself. Better to return the game

to

college players, whose hunger for
Olympic glory should provide better
motivation than for NBA players.
Combined teams are another plau-

and Richmond

will

strike gold in Atlanta, while simultaneously upholding themselves as better U.S. ambassadors of the game.
Images of Barkley punching an
Angolan player in Barcelona or
Coleman throwing elbows in Canada
still make me cringe.

In my humble opinion, Marcus
Camby could probably patrol the key
against Brazil just as well as David

Robinson, and Allen Iverson has the
first step John Stockton never had.
Would Dream Team III beat a roster
dominated by college players? Probably. But that is not the point anymore. Give the kids a chance to experience Olympic glory, or someday, a
team of NBA scrubs will inevitably
lose to the Russians, and I'll be saying I told you so. Why bother with
that?

DiCarlo, Chang Propel Georgetown
MEN’S TENNIS, p. 12
matches, the Hoyas took their game to a

higher level, sweeping four consecutive
singles matches from UConn, and earning an automatic win.

AtNo. 1 singles, DiCarlo outdueled a
determined Saxe for a 6-4, 7-6 victory,
while at No. 2, Chang double-bageled

UConn’s Mitch Katz 6-0, 6-0.
Levy continued the trend, as he fought
through a 7-5, 6-2 win over Engstrom.
AtNo. 6, Berman breezed by Andy Graham, 6-0, 6-3, closing out the dominant
comeback.

The No. 4 and No. 5 singles players,
Gregg Rosen and Breay, respectively, did
not finish their matches because the Hoyas
had already clinched the four points necessary to advance into the quarterfinals.
Next up for Georgetown is a meeting
with No. 3 Providence today, in a repeat
of last year’s quarterfinal meeting that
saw the then-No. 5S Hoyas advance in a43 win over the then-No. 4 Friars.
The tournament consists of 11 teams
with the addition this year of three schools
to the Big East: No. 1 seed Notre Dame,
No. 5 Rutgers and No. 7 West Virginia.

Taking the

on computer?

and more (featuring soloists).

defeating

Spotswood, 6-4, 6-1 in second singles
play.

Villanova,

now

turned to the amateurs, in the
spirit of Olympic competition.
current tradition of honoring
deserving professional players
Dream Team status will surely

pressure. In my mind, players such as
Hill, Olajuwon

Music of Sibelius, Rachmaninoff, Reinecke,

a three set match, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3, in the No.
6 slot.
St. John’s Rapchinski reversed her
loss in first doubles,

and

teams decline in talent, the games
become closer, the problem of international basketball parity becomes
an issue again and the cycle repeats

robbed by the refs against the Knicks)
and he still hasn’t won it yet. This is
an injustice even John Rawls can’t
rectify.

Spring Concert:

earlier

over other countries, without undue

themallenterring the draft anyway, so
they might as well be treated as professional-caliber players.
It is high time to start re-integrating college players into Olympic basketball. Dream Team I proved the
ultimate superiority of NBA players,

NBA finals without Jordan (we were

Georgetown University Orchestra

from p.12

best of the best; public speculation has

adegenerative effect; eventually, the

Late GU Rally
WOMEN’S TENNIS,

sible solution. Adding the best collegians to a group of first-time NBA
players should still provide amble talent for the United States to triumph

won 70. The man nearly made the

national spotlight, they have had to grow
up fast.
:

Next up for the Hoyas are a pair of
home matches, Saturday against Rutgers
and Sunday vs. Duke.

from p. 12

Allen, Kerry Kittles and our very own
Allen Iverson, this year’s First-Team
All-Americans, clearly represent the

So

LAX, from p. 12

2 Day INTENSIVE SEMINAR

April 24 and May 1
e Live sessions with great teachers

Georgetown University
Gaston Hall

Other

teams advancing to the quarters among
the 13 entrees included fifth-seeded
Rutgers, sixth-seeded Syracuse and sev-

enth-seeded West Virginia.

x

All Scorers
WOMEN’S

Retaining Olympic Honor

John Keenan

e New software with computer adaptive tests

e All the
ah strategies you need
for success on Test Day
Call today for more info and
to reserve your seat.

1-800-KAP-TEST

An educational subsidiary of the Washington Post Company.

“THE FUNNIEST MOVIE OF THE YEAR!

Gueat Airfares!

MST3K reinvents movie watching. The jokes fly at you like hailstones.”
Michael Atkinson, SPIN MAGAZINE

FROM WASHINGTON

“Isn’t it
Fx

about time

you wired
your
resume?”

London
Shannon
Frankfurt

D.C. (BWI) TO:
from $2

35

from $2

65

Departures between June 20 and September.
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PURCHASES. FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
ADD $26-$60 FOR TAXES/FEES. FARES VALID CERTAIN DAYS ONLY.
RESTRICTIONS/PENALTIES APPLY. CHARTER OPERATOR AIRWAYS
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CHARTER TRANSPORTATION VIA AMERICAN TRANSAIR.
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BLAST OFF@www.mst3000.com

STARTS FRIDAY,
APRIL 19!

Cineplex Odeon

JANUS 3
1660 Conn. Ave. NW.

(703) 714-9034

his resume with Tripod's Resume Doctor.

THE POPULAR MEI VAGABOND TRAVEL BACKPACK is now just $110 with
your Hostelling International card -- regular $167. While supplies last!

Hostelling International Travel Network
AMERICAN

YOUTH

HOSTELS TRAVEL CENTER

1108 K Street, N.-W. (3 blocks from Metro Center)

on the world wide web at

http:/ / www.tripod.com

¢ 202/783-4943

International Hostel Cards ¢ Student Identity Cards
Passport photos ¢ Travel guides + Travel gear
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Baseball

Men's Tennis

Tigers Blow Out Hoyas
By Brian Finch

half of the inning.

HOYA Staff Writer

Doody hit batter Dave Ekelund to begin
the inning. After Hage popped up to
centerfield, Ekelundstole second base and
scored on a single by Michael Ciminiello.
Fourmoresingles oft Doody ensued in the

When it rains it pours. And when it
doesn’t, well, you can’t even buy a run.
That's how it has gone lately for the Georgetown baseball team. Coming off a 14run offensive outputat Villanova Wednesday, the Hoyas had to scrape to putarunon

Princeton

Georgetown

GU Cruises to Victory
Over UConn at Big East

answered with five runs of its own in its

Thursday
afternoon
a

HOYA Staff Writer

Thesixth-seeded
Hoyas opened the 1996
Big Eastmen’s tennis championships with
a bang Thursday, stomping over 11thseeded Connecticut, 4-1, in Miami, Fla.
In other action at the championships,
No. 8 Boston College defeated No. 9
Villanova and No. 10 Seton Hall upset
No. 7 Virginia.
In the doubles round, the Huskies took
two of the three matches and gained the
first point of the match. Although the No.

inning, posting Princeton to a 5-1 lead.
Doody left the game after the third inning,

the board

21
1

By Karim Sawabini

t

Princeton
— and that only run came unearned, when
junior Scott Fergerson scored in the third

giving way to freshman Rich Angowski.
The bleeding only got worse for the
Hoyas' pitching staff, however, as
Angowski was quickly touched up for
eight runs in just two-thirds of an inning.’

Freshman Brian Van Der Waag was
inserted with the bases loaded and got the

inning on an infield error.

Hoyas out of the inning, but not before he

Either way — runs or not — the efforts
went fornaught both games for the Hoyas,

walked two more batters. In the eight-run
inning, Princeton sent 14 batters and had

as they were crushed at the hands of the

only three hits in the inning.

Tigers, 21-1, and knocked off in a heart" breaking manner by the Wildcats Wednesday, 15-14. The two losses dropped
Georgetown’srecord to 12-24, including a
4-10 record in Big East play. On the road,
the Hoyas are 3-10.

The scoring slowed from there, as Van
Der Waag gave up four runs on two hits

and seven walks over
third innings pitched.
DeSanto, the Hoyas’
hitter in the game, took

Four separate pitchers held the Georgetown bats silent on the day, permitting just
six hits and four walks through nine in- nings. Timothy Killgoar (1-2) put forth five
solid innings to earn his first win of the
season. Freshman Andrew Mariniello
earned the Hoyas’ only extra-base hit, lining a two-out double in the second inning.

ninth

Georgetown
him for four
walks in his
season. In all,

bullpen. The Tigers tagged
runs on two hits and two
first inning-pitched of the
theHoya pitchers walked 16

By Karim Sawabini
HOY A Staff Writer

The No. 9 Georgetown women’s tennis team lost to eighth-seeded St. Johns,
4-2, at the Big East Women’s Tennis

Championship in Miami (Fla.), Thursday.
The women’s match, which kicked oft
the tournament, started in a similar fashionas the Hoyas men’s squad. The women
won the first doubles match, only to lose in
the No. 2 and No. 3 doubles positions. The

inning of play. The Hoyas put together
their second

biggest

run output

of the

season en route to a seemingly-safe 14-8
lead heading into the bottom of the ninth.
But, as Georgetown soon found out,
nothing

is safe against

the Wildcat

of-

fense, which scored seven runs to win the
game.

lowed Fergerson to score. But Princeton

See MEN’S TENNIS, p. 11

Red Storm Slams Hovas

of the

batters in the game, while yielding 15 hits,
12 of which were singles.
Wednesday, the outlook appeared much
brighter for the Hoyas going into the final

Meanwhile, the Hoya pitching staff
struggled. After holding the Tigers to two
hits and no runs through the first two
innings, everything unraveled for junior
starting pitcher Kevin Doody (1-7) in the
third inning. Georgetown went up 1-0 in
the top half of the inning on Tigers’ third
baseman Tommy Hage’s error, which al-

Needing to win four of the six singles

Women's Tennis

his three and oneSophomore Kevin
starting designated
to the mound in the

inning to ease the burden

1 doubles tandem of junior Chris DiCarlo
and sophomore JonJon Chang overpowered the Huskies’ Rich Saxe and Eric
Engstrom, 8-2, the No. 2 and No. 3
matches went to the Huskies.
The second doubles match, featuring
Georgetown’s sophomore Kevin Levy
and freshman Justin Berman, went to
extra games only to end in a 9-7 Hoya
loss. Similarly, the No. 3 doubles duo of
sophomore Jeff Breay and freshman Justin Hom lost, 8-4.

Ellen Gstalder/The HOY A

Senior Brian O’Hare is scheduled to pitch Saturday against Notre Dame.

two losses resulted in the Red Storm gar-

nering the sole doubles point.
The

duo

of

sophomores

Schoellkopf
and Kim Spotswood claimed
the No.1 doubles match with an 8-2
pasting of St. John’s Mona Eek and
Maria Rapchinski. The No. 3 Hoya pairing of freshman Erin Kamemoto and
senior Katja Senn dropped an 8-2 decision to Sharon Lee and Nancy Weise,
while the Hoyas’ tandem of junior Mary
Elliott and sophomore Mary McAnally
lost 8-6 at the No. 2 doubles position.
After taking the third doubles, the Red

Storm captured the No. 3 and No. 6
singles points. Georgetown sophomore
Danielle Fazio lost 6-1, 6-0 in the No. 3
slot, while Georgetown's Senn conceded

Laura

See WOMEN’S

TENNIS, p. 11

Doug Adams

Often Imitated, Poorly Duplicated;
Make Collegians the Dream Teamers
Last

week,

USA

Basketball

an-

nounced that Mitch Richmond and
Charles Barkley will fill out the roster
of NBA superstars competing at the
Atlanta Olympic Games. Richmond
and Barkley complete an already stel-

in Barcelona, the stage was set for

making history. Magic and Bird were
thought to be approaching the end of

ing the United States in international
competition, is yet another failed at-

tempt by USA Basketball to replicate
theenormous successes of the original
Dream Team. The reason for this is
relatively simple: the first edition already proved U.S. supremacy in the
sport, to an extent so dominating that

Women’s Lacrosse

In 1992 when Magic Johnson, Larry
Bird and Michael Jordan took the court

full names are completely unnecessary for proper recognition: Scottie,
and the Mailman. But as a basketball
fan who prefers the competitiveness of
amateur athletics to the boorish antics
of the professionals, let me be the first
to stifle a yawn and sigh, “who cares
anyway?”
This squad, the latest installment in
a series of “Dream Teams” represent-

Ellen Gstalder/The HOYA

tile, if not embarrassing.

lar cast of characters, so famous that

the Dream, Penny, the Admiral, Hill,
Shag, Reggie, the Big Dog, Stockton,

Junior Liz Howard protected the Hoyas’ win over Towson State Wednesday.

subsequentattempts tomatch, let alone
surpass its dominance are entirely fu-

their respective careers (Magic's latest Laker comeback not withstanding), and Jordan, in the prime of his

career, seemed poised to assume the
title as the greatest player of all time.
This threesome joined the likes of
David

Robinson,

Karl

Malone,

another team was assembled to compete at the World Championships in
Canada. The United States was represented by a different cast of All-Stars,
including Shawn Kemp, Derrick
Coleman, Miller and Shaq. This team
followed in the footsteps of their predecessors by winning another championship, but they were still able to set
themselves apart and forge a separate
identity in a most unfortunate way.
This wasknown as theteam that played
poorly and often had trouble dominating in expected fashion, and this was
the team whose fighting, both on and

Barkley and Pippen to assemble the

off the court, made a mockery of the

best basketball team ever, bar none.

Dream Team tradition.

The team went undefeated in international play, winning their games by an
obscene average of 40 points. An en-

ing another All-Star team to the Olym-

tire nation, myself included, having

rejoiced at the obvious superiority demonstrated by this cast of basketball
immortals, kicked back to bask in our
own glory.
But two years later, due partly to the
excitement generated in Barcelona,

Asaresult, USA Basketball is sendpics, confident

that this squad

can

remedy the mistakes . What does this
signify? Put simply, there is acommitment to continually send our professionals to the Olympics until the world
begs for mercy. Unfortunately, these
teams are inferior re-productions of
the original, and so team membership

shif
Hea
199

should return progressively to the collegiate ranks, with a limit of one tour

of duty per NBA player. After all, the
Olympics were designed as AMATEUR athletic competition.
Immediately, that would eliminate
Pippen,

Malone,

Barkley,

i

"sta
Ady
T
turi

Miller,

Robinson, O’Neal and Stockton from
the current team. That leaves
Hardaway, Olajuwon, Hill, Robinson
and Richmond to defend our international reputation. However, theremaining spots remain to be filled, and the
question persists as to who will fill
them. Once again, I support using
collegians to complete the team.
College athleteshavealongstanding
tradition of leaving college for the
NBA: Jordan, Magic, Shaq, Glenn
Robinson and Kemp all went to the
professional ranks without a college

by t
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T
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®

degree, and theirselection to theDream
Teams shows thatin certain instances,

collegians have the ability to compete
with the very best. Let’s give it a try.
Marcus Camby, Tim Duncan, Ray

See ADAMS, p. 11
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GU Outguns Towson

fror

Hilsky Leads Team with Three Goals
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By Patrick Hruby
HOY A Staff Writer

Five minutes before the half of
Wednesday night’s contest with Towson
State, the No. 10-ranked Georgetown
women’s lacrosse team found itself in an
unusual position for a team that had won
four straight games.

They were losing.

about this game is that we picked it up
and we did that before halftime.”
If the Tigers had notions of an upset on
their minds, they were quickly erased.
Junior Stacy Duca

scored

at the 4:16

Fifteen minutes and nine unanswered

“Basically, we gave them confidence

at the beginning, and then we had to take

more familiar role.

itaway fromthem, which we did,” Simons
said.

Georgetown

Towson State

11

6

The Hoyas’ aggressive play carried

scoring
delugeen

over into the second half. Longstreth
scored twice in the first three minutes,

route

and after Duca, sophomore Lauren
Hilsky, junior Libby Driscoll and Flynn

an

to

11-6

victory over the Tigers. The win puts
Georgetown at 8-2 on the year.
The Hoyas came out sluggish and the
Tigers took advantage. Two goals from

captain Chrissy Flynn gave Georgetown
anearly 2-1 lead. But after Towson’s Liz
Wilson notched two goals of her own, it
was the Tigers who held a 3-2 lead with
5:11 left in the half.

“Most of the game we didn’t play all
that well,” said Head Coach Kim Simons.
“Wedidn’tplay like we’ve been playing,
especially
in the first half. The good thing

L
ute
tha

mark to tie the game. A minute later, she
posted another goal, giving Georgetown
a 4-3 advantage. Junior Kim Longstreth
added a goal with 1:55 remaining, and
the Hoyas took a 5-3 lead into the half.

goals later, the Hoyas were back in a
The Hoyas made the most of that midgame

Its ¢

added a goal each, Georgetown held a

commanding 11-3 advantage.
“In the second half we really turned it
on,” Simons said. “Our attack, once we
get going, is very potent.”

Towson ended the game with three
straight scores, but it was too little, too

late for the overmatched Tigers.
“We were a much better team than
Towson,”
Simons said. “We should
have been dominating from beginning to

end, vs. letting them get in the game and
See WOMEN’S LAX, p. 11
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